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Introducing

NewMatrixSwitchers
More Choices Than Ever!

Picking the right switcher was relatively easy when RGB and composite video 

signals represented the majority of the signal switching and all signals were 

transmitted on coaxial cable. A few years ago, Extron introduced twisted pair 

products to the A/V market, reducing cable and installation costs while greatly 

extending signal routing distances. Now we’re introducing the next generation 

of twisted pair matrix switchers, as well as a new modular integration scaling 

MultiSwitcher, modular, multi-plane matrix switchers, and large scale fi ber matrix 

switchers. Never before have A/V professionals had so many choices and so 

many decisions to make. The good news is, Extron is here to help. Extron matrix 

switchers route every common A/V signal type from audio and composite video 

to 3G HD-SDI and beyond. Across our broad product line you’ll fi nd a matrix 

switcher that fi ts your application need and budget. 

1�x1�analogSizes

ModularMulti-PlaneSwitchers

MultiSwitchers

twistedPairMatrixSwitchers

LargeScaleModularFiberMatrixSwitchers
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ISM 824

SMX 400 frame shown with optional matrix boards
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New	12x12	Analog	Sizes
In recent months, we’ve expanded our 
base of analog switchers – MAV Plus, 
MVX, and Crosspoint Series by adding a 
new convenient 12x12 I/O size to each 
series. Extron is now the first manufacturer 
with a full line of 12x12 matrix switchers 
for signal types ranging from composite 
video to ultra-wideband RGB. This adds a 
much-needed I/O option between 8x8 and 
16x16 I/O sizes and is ideal for customers 
with small to mid-sized systems who 
have outgrown their switcher’s current 
I/O configuration but who don’t want 
to make the more costly leap to a 
16x16 matrix.  

New	Modular	Multi-Plane	Switchers
Fixed I/O matrix switchers have proven 
to be dependable, convenient switching 
solutions. Recently, though, the need 
has surfaced for modular matrix 
switchers that allow customization and 
field-upgradeability. When working on 
the design of our first modular, multi-
plane matrix switcher, we looked at the 
common ways in which our customers 
use fixed I/O matrix switchers to manage 
a wide variety of signal types. In many 
cases, customers mix low bandwidth 
video and high resolution signals in a 
large CrossPoint matrix system or stack 
up a combination of MAV, CrossPoint, 
and MVX Series switchers to manage 
all of the various signals within the 
application. With this base of knowledge, 

we set out to create a solution that 
allows you to build a switcher to your 
exact needs, and then control it from 
a single QS-FPC™ -  QuickSwitch Front 
Panel Controller or control system port. 
The new SMX System MultiMatrix is a 
multi-plane matrix switcher that combines 
multiple, independent analog and digital 
matrix switchers in a truly modular, field-
configurable frame. The SMX system has 
everything you like about CrossPoint and 
MAV Plus Series switchers in terms of 
features, signal routing capabilities, and 
intuitive control, but adds the flexibility 
of individual matrix boards that can be 
added, rearranged, and removed as your 
signal switching and I/O requirements 
change over time. 

SMX Series Matrix Boards are available 
in a variety of signal types, including 
composite, S-video, VGA, wideband 
RGB, HD-SDI, and stereo audio, in sizes 
from 8x4 to 16x16. It supports up to 16 
independent matrix switchers, all under a 
single point of control. The SMX switcher 
frame is designed with the convenience of 
hot-swappable board slots, which allow 
you to install, remove, or reconfigure 
matrix boards in the field without the 
need for switcher disassembly, new 
firmware, or even to remove the SMX 
matrix frame from the rack. SMX System 
MultiMatrix frames are available in 3U, 
4U, and 5U sizes, providing six, eight, or 
ten matrix board slots, respectively. All 

of the frames feature multiple control 
options, including front panel, IP Link® 
Ethernet, and RS-232 remote control. 

New	MultiSwitcher
When designing the ISM 824 MultiSwitcher, 
we looked at how our customers were 
using our switchers and scalers in small 
system, signal processing environments, 
and asked them how we could make these 
tasks more convenient and more efficient. 
The answer: by integrating commonly used 
signal processors into the output stage of 
the switcher. Customers who use the Extron 
ISM 482 Integration Scaling Matrix Switcher 
have found that eight inputs is enough  for 
most small applications, but many wanted 
more outputs to accommodate a scan 
converter or additional scaled outputs. 
They also asked for a modular design that 
allowed a choice of output boards to suit a 
broader range of applications. 

These needs drove the development of 
the ISM 824, our new Modular Integration 
Scaling MultiSwitcher, which offers true, 
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MTPX Plus 3232
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wideband 8x8 matrix switching with the 
adaptability of a modular design. The 
ISM 824 allows for simultaneous video/RGB 
scaling, scan conversion, and wideband 
switching in a single, compact enclosure. 
The ISM 824 incorporates a flexible 
backplane design with four customizable 
output slots. With this unique, powerful 
expansion capability, the ISM 824 may be 
equipped initially with any of the output 
boards for a specific project, and then 
upgraded in the future with additional 
boards as system needs evolve.
 
New	Twisted	Pair	Matrix	Switchers
Twisted pair matrix switchers have been 
in use for several years and have proven 
very successful for medium-distance 
signal switching and routing. With the 
price of copper nearly doubling over the 
past two years, low-cost twisted pair 
cable has made a difference in keeping 
many projects within budget. When we 
asked our customers what they wanted 
from our next generation of twisted 
pair matrix switchers, responses were 
nearly universal: larger sizes to 32x32, 
local video and audio I/Os, integrated 
dynamic skew compensation, and a way 
to insert bi-directional RS-232 commands 
into the input and output signal stream, 
eliminating the need for lengthy cable 
runs from a control system to each 
controlled device.

Extron’s new MTPX Series and MTPX Plus 
Series Twisted Pair Matrix Switchers are 
truly the next generation of simplified 
A/V system integration products. Each 
series offers six different input/output 
configurations, including 8x16, 16x8, 
16x16, 16x32, 32x16, and 32x32, and 
features local video and audio I/Os, 
integrated pre-peaking, audio breakaway, 
and serial remote control capabilities. 
Local video and audio I/Os simplify the 
integration of A/V equipment located 
nearby, such as a DVD player, satellite 
receiver, computer, or audio amplifier. 
These direct local I/O connections 

reduce cabling, eliminate the need for 
additional transmitters and receivers, and 
support additional functionality, such as 
local monitoring and audio processing, 
more easily and economically than a 
traditional twisted pair matrix switcher 
implementation.
 
The MTPX Plus Series adds RS-232 
Insertion Ports, input signal level and 
peaking compensation, dynamic skew 
compensation, and IP Link. RS-232 
Insertion Ports save time, labor and 
material costs relative to traditional control 
system cable routing by repurposing 
the two pairs of wires that carried the 
audio signals. Once the audio signals on 
these two pairs of wires undergo audio 
breakaway, these wires are available to 
carry the inserted  RS-232 commands for 
controlling remote peripheral devices. 
Extron is the first, and currently the only 
A/V company to offer RS-232 Insertion 
Ports. IP Link enables the MTPX Plus Series 
to be proactively monitored and managed 
over a LAN, WAN, or the Internet, using 
standard TCP/IP protocols. Dynamic skew 
compensation automatically compensates 
for UTP cable skew for both the input and 
output cable runs of the matrix switcher. 
This saves costs by eliminating the need 
to purchase receivers with built-in skew 
compensation, and allows for any input, 
any output combination in real-time.
These powerful features enable 
integrators to greatly reduce rack space, 

cabling, and installation and configuration 
time over traditional twisted pair matrix 
switching options. Combined with Extron 
MTP Series twisted pair transmitters, 
receivers, and distribution amplifiers, 
MTPX Series and MTPX Plus Series matrix 
switchers are ideal for command and 
control centers, conference centers, 
classroom buildings, auditoriums, large 
residential entertainment systems, and 
many other video, audio, and control 
signal routing applications.

New	Large	Scale	Modular		
Fiber	Matrix	Switchers
Fiber optics technology has been deployed 
in telecommunications and data network 
applications for many years. Like twisted 
pair technology, fiber optics is now finding 
its way into A/V, with a few enhancements 
to meet the unique needs of our industry. 
Extron introduced the FOX 500 Series 
fiber optic extender product line at last 
year’s InfoComm show. In the ensuing 
months, we’ve spoken with our customers 
and extensively investigated how best 
to utilize this technology to fit the 
broadest spectrum of needs within A/V. 
We looked at the progression of signal 
flow and the demand for continuous, 
high resolution digital signal paths from 
source to destination. We also looked 
at the growing number of applications 
for fiber in our industry. What we found 
missing was a matrix switcher with the 
simplicity and reliability of a CrossPoint 
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Fiber Matrix 6400
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Series switcher with high performance 
and configurable inputs and outputs that’s 
designed for complete, end-to-end digital 
transmission and A/V signal routing over 
fiber optics cable. We needed a matrix 
switcher that complements our Fiber Optic 
category by providing the means to route 
signals from our various fiber extender 
products to suit the growing needs of the 
market. The result of our studies into this 
emerging field is the new Fiber Matrix 
6400 Series fiber optic matrix switcher.

The Fiber Matrix 6400 is expandable 
from 8x8 up to 64x64 in size, and is fully 
compatible with the FOX 500 Series of 
fiber optic transmitters and receivers. 
In addition to the FOX 500 for analog 
RGB, the line has been extended to the 
FOX 500 DVI for single link DVI signals 
as well as the new FOX HD-SDI Fiber 
Optic Extender for multi-rate serial digital 
video. Capable of data rates up to 4.25 
Gbps, the Fiber Matrix 6400 easily accepts 
high resolution video signals, including 
1600x1200 computer-video, high resolution 
DVI-D, and multi-rate serial digital signals 
including SDI, HD-SDI and 3G-SDI. 

Equipped with all of the convenience 
features that are common to Extron matrix 
switchers, together with hot-swappable 
I/O boards, real-time system monitoring, 
and redundant, hot-swappable power 
supplies, the Fiber Matrix 6400 delivers 
highly reliable, enterprise-wide switching of 
fiber optic A/V and control signals for any 
mission-critical environment.

New	Products,	Familiar	Look
Perhaps the most visible feature common 
to our new matrix switchers is something 
our customers have asked us to keep as 
we continue to expand the line: Extron’s 
popular, QS-FPC™ - QuickSwitch Front Panel 
Controller. The QS-FPC allows for intuitive 
switcher control with the simplicity of the 
“input, output, enter” keystroke sequence 
that has made the QS-FPC one of the most 
enduring user interfaces in A/V. Regardless 
of the signal type or matrix I/O size selected 
for a project, the Extron matrix switcher 
you select is immediately familiar to the 
operator. In addition to the physical control, 
Extron’s popular SIS™ - Simple Instruction 
Set, developed to allow easy RS-232 control 
with a minimal number of characters in the 

command set, is also common across all 
of our new matrix switcher platforms. SIS 
is one more way Extron strives to simplify 
integration; with one core command set 
across all of our matrix switchers, there is 
no need to learn new command languages 
as you design new Extron matrix switcher 
models into new or existing A/V signal 
routing systems. 

We are at an exciting stage in the A/V 
industry, one in which you can choose your 
signal types and the methods of delivery 
based on need, not the limitations of 
technology. In just a few years’ time, we’ve 
progressed from measuring A/V signal 
routing distances in feet and meters on 
traditional coax, to distances of hundreds 
of feet over Category 5 and similar twisted 
pair cable, to distances of several miles or 
kilometers over fiber optics technology. 
Throughout this period of A/V evolution, 
Extron has relied on continual customer 
interaction to provide valuable feedback, and 
help shape the development of meaningful, 
real-world solutions for virtually every 
switching need and application. What do 
you want to switch today?

QS-FPC™ QuickSwitch Front Panel Controller
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MTPX and MTPX Plus Twisted Pair Matrix Switchers 
Revolutionary Features, Enhanced Performance

As the result of customer demand for additional, larger Extron twisted pair matrix switchers, we’re pleased to introduce 

the revolutionary MTPX Series and MTPX Plus Series of twisted pair matrix switchers. These new switchers not only 

offer more inputs and outputs than our previous twisted pair matrix models, we’ve also added a host of innovative 

features not previously available in twisted pair matrix switchers. The MTPX and MTPX Plus offer more while requiring less 

– less rack space, less cabling, less installation time, and less system design overhead. These switchers are truly the next 

generation of twisted pair integration. 

Bigger	and	Better
Both the MTPX and MTPX Plus Series 
are offered in six popular I/O sizes: 8x16, 
16x8, 16x16, 16x32, 32x16, and 32x32. 
The new switchers feature local inputs 
and outputs for both video and stereo 
audio signals, a first in fixed I/O twisted 
pair matrix switchers. Both series are also 
equipped with integrated pre-peaking 
for optimization of video signals over 
exceptionally long cable distances, and 
audio input gain and attenuation for 
both the local audio as well as the UTP 
inputs. The MTPX Plus Series builds on this 
base of features with several additional 
key, integration-friendly enhancements: 
integrated dynamic skew compensation for 
both UTP inputs and outputs; integrated 
level and peaking compensation on the 
UTP inputs; local RS-232 Insertion Ports; 
and our popular enhanced QS-FPC™ 
QuickSwitch Front Panel Controller and IP 
Link® Ethernet control and monitoring.

Local	Video	and	Audio	Inputs	and	
Outputs
One of the challenges of integrating 
twisted pair matrix switchers into an A/V 
signal routing design has been what to do 
with local video and audio devices that are 
mounted in the same rack with the matrix. 
While twisted pair technology is ideal for 
medium and long-distance cable runs, 
it’s much less practical—not to mention 
expensive—to add transmitters and 
receivers on cables of a few feet in length, 
just to support local needs. To address this 
challenge, MTPX and MTPX Plus Series 

matrix switchers are equipped with local 
video inputs and outputs that are capable 
of accepting analog signals from RGBHV 
to composite video, eliminating the 
need, cost, and complexity of integrating 
additional transmitters and receivers to 
support local sources or monitors.

Dynamic	Skew	Compensation
Skew, the difference in length between 
the various pairs of wire within UTP cable, 
causes the red, green, and blue video 
signals to arrive at their destination at 
different times. Skew is relatively easy 
to deal with in a point-to-point twisted 
pair distribution scheme, but is much 
harder to contend with in a twisted 
pair matrix switching application, when 
new input/output ties are made. The 
new MTPX Plus Series offers integrated, 
dynamic skew compensation for each 

input and output, eliminating the need for 
additional corrective hardware or other, 
less elegant skew compensation methods. 
This ground-breaking methodology 
enables the necessary skew compensation 
to be configured during installation for 
each input/output combination, stored 
in the switcher's memory, and applied 
automatically during operation..

Level	and	Peaking	Compensation
One of the unavoidable consequences 
of long cable runs on UTP and other 
cable types is signal loss due to cable 
capacitance and resistance. Capacitance 
causes low frequency smearing and loss 
of detail, and resistance causes signal 
voltage to be attenuated, resulting in a 
loss of brightness. In another innovative 
twist, we’ve added integrated level and 
peaking compensation to every input on 
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MTPX Plus 3232
Twisted Pair Matrix Switcher with IP Link 
for Computer Video, Audio, and RS-232
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the MTPX Plus Series. This allows each 
source signal to be optimized at the input 
of the matrix switcher, much in the same 
way that level and peaking are adjusted 
at each twisted pair receiver. Once level 
and peaking is adjusted for each input 
and each receiver, any input can be routed 
to any or all outputs without any loss of 
detail or brightness.

Pre-Peaking
Output pre-peaking, included on both 
MTPX and MTPX Plus Series models, 
provides an additional boost in signal 
voltage for exceptionally long UTP cable 
runs when needed. Users can select pre-
peaking on 25% of the outputs on MTPX 
Series switchers, and 50% of outputs on 
the MTPX Plus Series when necessary. 
When selected, this additional signal 
compensation dramatically increases the 
maximum signal transmission distance.

Local	RS-232	Insertion	Ports
In most A/V system designs, we’ve 
found that the control system is typically 
mounted near the matrix switcher. This 
observation led us to another industry first 
in the MTPX Plus Series: local  

RS-232 Insertion Ports. These unique ports 
allow the direct insertion of bidirectional 
serial control signals into a UTP output, 
enabling long distance control of remote 
A/V devices such as projectors or flat 
panel displays. This feature eliminates the 
additional, separate cable infrastructure 
traditionally required for control of remote 
devices, while also overcoming the 
accepted limit of 100 feet (30 meters) for 
RS-232 signal transmission.

IP	Link®	Connectivity
MTPX Plus Series matrix switchers 
are equipped with Extron IP Link, a 
high performance intelligent network 
integration solution specifically 
engineered to meet the needs of 
professional A/V environments. The 
IP Link port on the MTPX Plus switchers 
can be used to adjust skew and level 
and peaking, eliminating the need 
to use crossover cable. IP Link can 
also be used to adjust input gain and 
attenuation and output volume control 
on the MTPX Plus switchers.

IP Link is built around an integrated 
high performance Web server 

The Universal Receiver 
The Extron MTP U Series Universal Mini 

Twisted Pair Receivers are designed 

to provide dramatic cost savings with 

superior performance in complex twisted 

pair matrix switching applications. With 

advanced features, including the ability 

to automatically route the incoming UTP 

signal to the appropriate video, audio, and 

RS-232 output connector, systems require 

only one receiver, one cable, and one 

matrix switcher output for each display.

MTP U Series universal receivers are 

fully compatible with Extron MTPX and 

MTPX Plus Series Mini Twisted Pair Matrix 

Switchers and all MTP Series transmitters. 

Because they are compact, they can fit 

just about anywhere: in equipment racks, 

under tables and desktops, or next to a 

projector.

When used with the MTPX and 

MTPX Plus Series matrix switchers, 

MTP U Series universal receivers facilitate 

system integration and eliminate many of 

the headaches normally encountered with 

other twisted pair solutions.

The three models in the series are the 

MTP U R A that accepts video and audio 

signals, the MTP U R RS SEQ that accepts 

video and bidirectional RS-232 control 

signals, and offers skew compensation, and 

the MTP U R RSA SEQ that accepts video, 

audio, and bidirectional RS-232 control 

signals, and provides skew compensation. 

The receivers come in compact metal 

enclosures with versatile mounting options.

F E a t U r E D  P r O D U c t

MTPX Plus switchers feature integrated skew delay equalization on all 
inputs and outputs to enable the necessary skew compensation to be 
configured during installation for each input/output combination.
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MTPX Series Features
• Six models in sizes from 8x16 to 32x32

• Local video inputs and outputs 

• Local audio inputs and outputs

• Audio input gain/attenuation adjustment

• Local audio output volume control

•  Video pre-peaking on 25% of the 
outputs

•  QS-FPC™ - QuickSwitch Front Panel 
Controller

•  Compatible with Extron MTP Series 
products, including MTP U Series 
Universal Twisted Pair Receivers

MTPX Plus Series Features
•  Six models in sizes from 8x16 to 32x32

• Dynamic skew compensation

• Local RS-232 insertion ports

• Video level and peaking compensation

•  Video pre-peaking on 50% of the 
outputs

• Local video inputs and outputs 

• Local audio inputs and outputs

• Audio input gain/attenuation adjustment

• Local audio output volume control

• IP Link Ethernet connectivity

•  Enhanced QS-FPC™ - QuickSwitch Front 
Panel Controller 

• RS-232/RS-422 switcher control port

•  Compatible with Extron MTP Series 
products, including MTP U Series 
Universal Twisted Pair Receivers

F E a t U r E D  P r O D U c t

that features global compatibility 
with industry standard Ethernet 
communication protocols, multi-user 
support, and GlobalViewer™, a free 
Web-based asset management and 
remote control Web application. 
It provides technical support 
administrators with the ability to 
receive service and failure messages 
through an e-mail-enabled cell phone, 
PDA, pager, or e-mail account. With 
IP Link, the help desk can also view 
embedded Web pages to manage, 
monitor, control, and troubleshoot the 
A/V system.

Enhanced	Front	Panel	and		
Serial	Control
All MTPX Series models come standard 
with our exclusive QS-FPC-QuickSwitch 
Front Panel Controller, as well as 
RS-232/422 capability. The QS-FPC 
provides touch-of-a-button input and 
output selection directly from the front 
panel. With an individual button and 
LED for each input and output, it is 
easy to configure, view, recall, and 
cancel I/O ties and presets, simplifying 
operation and saving time and effort 
during installation. The front panel 
also supports audio input gain and 

attenuation control and audio output 
volume adjustment and muting.
Enhanced features on MTPX Plus Series 
models include tri-color, backlit 
buttons that can be labeled for ease-
of-use by non-technical operators and 
provide quick identification of various 
selections.

Next	Generation	of		Twisted	Pair	
Integration
Dynamic skew compensation, 
integrated level and peaking control, 
local video and audio I/O’s, unique 
RS-232 insertion ports: these are 
just a few of the many features 
and innovations that will make 
the MTPX and MTPX Plus Series 
your first choice for twisted pair 
matrix switching applications. These 
new matrix switchers complete 
the growing MTP family of Mini 
Twisted Pair transmitters, receivers, 
distribution amplifiers, and simple 
switchers. Designed for real-world A/V 
applications, the MTPX and MTPX Plus 
Series represent the next generation of 
twisted pair integration technologies, 
delivered with the quality and support 
that only Extron can provide.

The MTPX Plus 3232 has six local high resolution video and stereo inputs, two local high 
resolution video outputs, eight local summed mono audio outputs, and sixteen RS-232 
insertion ports.

Local I/O Ports
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New Choices in Matrix Switching: Enhancing Customer 
ROI and Expanding Reseller Design Options

Audio visual solutions that maintain system design flexibility and ROI - Return on Investment are 

paramount concerns in all segments of our industry. Budgets for A/V systems are shrinking 

faster than hardware costs, while system demands and need for functionality continue to grow. At 

Extron we take the time to understand the A/V system design challenges you face and the integration 

problems you need to overcome. We then design new products that make your job easier, your 

system designs better, and will accommodate your clients' changing needs into the future.

Our newest matrix switchers are the 
direct result of our commitment to a 
reseller-feedback, client-centered product 
development process.  Your clients get 
scalable and adaptable A/V integration 
solutions that provide cost-effective long-
term ROI. You get multiple opportunities 
to offer new A/V technologies and 
capabilities by creating A/V systems that 
grow with your client’s business and A/V 
needs. For additional product details and 
applications, see our in-depth cover article.

New	12x12	Size	=	Not	Too	Big,	Not	Too	
Small,	Just	Right
For many years, our resellers and their 
clients faced a tough decision when 
designing many mid-sized A/V systems: 
what to do in situations where an 8x8 
matrix was too small for system needs, 
but the next step at 16x16 had too much 
capability and too high a cost relative to 
budget concerns.

To accommodate this need, we’ve 
introduced the industry’s first complete 
family of 12 input, 12 output matrix 
switchers for composite video, wideband 
RGB, and ultra-wideband RGB with stereo 
audio. This new size fills the I/O gap 
between 8x8 and 16x16, providing the 
additional signal switching and system 
integration options you have long needed 
at an attractive price point. With our new 
12x12 switchers, you can now optimize 
the capabilities of your mid-sized A/V 
system designs without compromising 
functionality by scaling the system back 
or having to downgrade certain system 
components to pay for a switcher that’s 
larger than you need.

Modular	Matrix	Switchers:	Optimal	in	
the	Present,	Upgradeable	for	the	Future
Balancing current A/V signal routing 
needs with an eye to the future is one 
of the many challenges in A/V system 

designs. Our new SMX modular multi-
plane matrix switcher takes these concerns 
into account and allows you to create 
multi-signal switching scenarios that meet 
your customers’ current needs, while 
providing an easy, cost-effective upgrade 
path for future signal types and switching 
requirements. We designed the SMX 
system to be field-configurable, with hot-
swappable I/O boards to keep installation 
and replacement time to an absolute 
minimum. In most cases, a new I/O board 
can be installed, cabled, initialized, and 
fully operational in 15 minutes or less. 
SMX provides you with the opportunity 
to work with your customer over time 
to keep the system up-to-date with new 
signal types and I/O sizes, while preserving 
their initial investment in the SMX system.

Because our new ISM 824 MultiSwitcher 
has the signal processing built in, it 
requires less rack space, is quicker to 

SMX 400 Frame
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install, and simpler to control. It combines 
a clean, streamlined design with the 
performance of our CrossPoint 450 Plus 
ultra-wideband matrix switchers.

We looked at the way A/V system designs 
have evolved, such as those going into 
boardrooms, lecture halls, and houses of 
worship. We then developed a modular 
matrix switcher that enables you to 
integrate signal processing that meets 
current needs with the flexibility of 
adding new or additional functionality 
without having to reconfigure the rack 
or the entire system. With the ISM 824 
MultiSwitcher, all you need is 3U of 
rack space for the switcher and installed 
scaling, scan conversion, or additional 
wideband output cards.

In addition to the option boards launched 
at introduction earlier this year, we’ve 
added two much-requested Universal 
Scaler output boards with DVI and HD-SDI 
outputs. The design philosophy in Extron 
modular matrix switchers is to deliver the 
capabilities that you need today with an 
architecture that accommodates what your 
customers will be asking for tomorrow.

Making	the	Most	of	Signal	Types	–	
Fiber	and	Twisted	Pair	Matrix	Switchers	
As A/V presentation systems have been 
deployed in greater numbers in corporate, 
educational, and other markets, the need 
to tie these systems together has emerged 
as a growth opportunity for our resellers. 
A/V systems that were originally intended 
as stand-alone islands can now be linked 
together by twisted pair or fiber optics, 
providing new communication tools and 
capabilities through better utilization of 
the technology already owned by our 

customers. At this year’s InfoComm, we 
introduced two new matrix switcher 
categories that enable you to utilize 
existing infrastructures to create cost-
effective, scalable system solutions in 
room-to-room, floor-to-floor, and building-
to-building topologies. 

Our MTPX Series and MTPX Plus Series 
Twisted Pair Matrix Switchers are ideal for 
your typical, twisted-pair signal distribution 
designs, with all of the benefits of low-
cost UTP cable and simple termination 
requirements that have made this a 
popular alternative to traditional A/V over 
coax cable systems. But in speaking with 
you about what you’d like to see from 
Extron in twisted pair matrix switchers, 
and looking at the types of A/V systems in 
which this technology is used, we designed 
into the MTPX and MTPX Plus switchers 
many unique capabilities that add to 
simplify the complexity of twisted-pair 
based A/V systems. 

We’ve included integration-friendly 
features you have come to expect from 
Extron that set our twisted pair matrix 
switchers apart from anything that has 
been on the market to this day. These 
powerful features greatly reduce rack space 
requirements, cabling, and installation 
and configuration time over traditional 
twisted pair matrix switching options, and 
provide the next generation in twisted pair 
integration.

For long distance signal routing, such as 
building to building on a corporate or 
college campus, our new Fiber Matrix 6400 
adds high performance matrix switching 
to our growing line of  FOX 500 Series 
fiber optics transmitters and receivers. 

Use of fiber optics for A/V distribution is 
still largely an emerging market, so we 
developed an easily scaled, expandable 
matrix design that provides your customer 
with an entry point of 8x8 for initial, 
modest needs, and a growth path for 
future system requirements up to 64x64. 
We added hot-swappable I/O boards and 
power supplies for peace-of-mind in the 
types of applications in which we see 
fiber optics technologies being employed. 
In many ways, the Fiber Matrix 6400 
combines what we have learned over the 
years about matrix switching, A/V signal 
technologies, and system integration needs 
in an innovative product design.

Turn	to	Extron	for	Switcher	Options	
and	Return	on	Investment
Whether you want to incorporate a right-
size 12x12 I/O matrix switcher into your next 
design, need to value engineer additional 
switching capability while maintaining a 
pre-established budget, or want to offer your 
customers the flexibility of our new twisted 
pair, modular, and fiber matrix switcher designs, 
turn to Extron Electronics. You are sure to find 
the exact switcher you need, designed with 
input from A/V professionals just like you, for 
maximum return on investment. Contact an 
Extron Applications Engineer to help engineer 
value into your next matrix switcher application.

MTPX 3232

VGA Card
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Extron to Open Offi ce in Dubai, United Arab Emirates:
Commitment to S3 Philosophy – Service, Support, 
Solutions – Guides Growth

In order to better serve our customers and meet the growing business demands in the Middle East, 

we are opening an offi ce in Dubai, in the United Arab Emirates. With the world’s ninth busiest port 

and a burgeoning economy, Dubai is an ideal central location for a regional offi ce from which to 

serve the United Arab Emirates and the entire Middle East region.

The new offi ce in Dubai is another in a series of 
steps we have taken over the past several years 
to provide more effi cient and better service to 
our customers. In addition to expanding our 
main European headquarters in Amersfoort 
with greater warehouse capacity, in-house 
repair service, and training facilities, we also 
have strengthened our local presence with the 
addition of sales and technical managers in 
several countries. Currently, we have sales and 
technical managers serving Germany, France, 
Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, Scandinavia, and 
the United Kingdom. These individuals work out 
of their respective countries and they support 
the efforts of the main offi ce in Amersfoort.

As we continue to expand our presence in 
the Middle East, this new offi ce enables us to 
bring the same services and effi ciencies to our 
customers in the region as we do elsewhere 
in the world. Several key factors led us to 
take this exciting step forward. The fi rst is 
distance. In order to provide timely and more 
cost-effi cient delivery of new products to our 
customers and quick turnaround of products 
sent in for repairs, we needed local warehousing 
and a repair facility. Currently, shipping times 
between Amersfoort and the Middle East can 
run between one and two weeks. In keeping 
with our S3 philosophy, our turnaround time 
for product repairs averages 1.5 days, but the 
effi ciencies we achieve are negated by lengthy 
shipping times.

Not only will a local offi ce enable us to ship 
products to our customers more quickly 
and cost-effectively, it enables us to have a 
dedicated training facility and personnel who 
can demonstrate new products and train 

customers to use the latest technologies. During 
the past two years, our Product Showcases in 
Dubai have been very successful, drawing nearly 
100 attendees each. A dedicated training facility 
will enable us to provide in-depth training 
more frequently in an environment specifi cally 
designed for that purpose.

Different working hours and workdays in 
Amersfoort and the Middle East can severely 
limit the available hours for conducting 
business. Because our respective weekends do 
not fall on the same days of the week, there 
are between three and four common days 
rather than fi ve out of seven during which to 
conduct business. Those days are shortened 
due to differences in time zones. A new offi ce 
in the Middle East will enable us to offer our 
customers the best of both worlds. They can 
expect the same Extron Service, Support, and 
Solutions they have come to rely on, with the 
increased effi ciencies made possible by 
local facilities.

We expect our new offi ce to begin initial 
operations sometime in August, and for all 

services to be fully operational later in the fourth 
quarter. Although we are still in the process 
of building our team, we recently announced 
that Ali S. Al Daghistani will be our new 
Business Development Manager for the Middle 
East. Ali is fl uent in both Arabic and English. 
Joining him will be Alex Oudenaller, currently 
Customer Support Specialist, whose knowledge 
of the Amersfoort offi ce operations will be 
indispensable in establishing the new offi ce, and 
Biju Pillai, who served as Technical Trainer in the 
Middle East for his former company, will address 
the technical side of the business and serve our 
customers in the area. They will be joined by 
as-yet-to-be named heads of the accounting, 
logistics, and repair groups.

At Extron our commitment to Service, Support, 
and Solutions has and continues to guide our 
growth, from the incremental changes we 
make on the local level to serve you better to 
major developments, such as our forthcoming 
new facility in Dubai. We look forward to 
sharing news of additional resources for our 
international customers in future issues as those 
resources become available. Stay tuned!

The new offi ce in Dubai is another in a series of steps we have taken over the past several years to provide more 
effi cient and better service to our customers.
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University of Massachusetts Boston: Extron Products Take Control 
With Communications and Support

Social scientist Shoshana Zuboff once said that technology makes the world a new place. It has certainly made the 

University of Massachusetts Boston, otherwise known as UMass Boston, a new place. Just a year ago, each professor 

was required to go to one of the media labs before the semester began to obtain a blanket reservation for equipment needed 

for the entire semester. Then, each day before class, the professor would go to the media lab, pick up the equipment, and 

wheel it to the classroom and set it up. 

“That was the mindset on this campus 
for more than 20 years,” said Jeff Wade, 
UMass Boston A/V Technical Coordinator. 
“However, within the past year, we 
took the professors from that process to 
technologically up-to-date classrooms with 
the equipment built in. Our goal for this 
project was to make classroom A/V and 
control very simple and intuitive, and the 
beauty of it is that, with the new Extron 
equipment, it is just that.”

The university is a long-time user of Extron 
products, so when bond money became 
available for classroom technology 
integration, Extron came to mind. “We 
use a wide variety of Extron products 
throughout the campus, because 

the technical support from Extron 
is phenomenal, and the equipment 
works,” Wade said.

In 2000, 10 classrooms at UMass 
Boston were equipped with Extron’s 
System 5cr Plus switchers that provided 
an all-in-one inexpensive solution for 
centralized A/V switching and room 
control. “We love them, and they’re 
still running today. However, we 
were interested in the benefi ts of an 
intercom with help desk system, which 
the System 5cr Plus did not support,” 
Wade said. “Extron’s outstanding 
Education Team directed us towards 
the MLC 226 IP MediaLink Controller 
combined with the IP Intercom 

modules and free IP Intercom HelpDesk 
Software. These products provided 
the comprehensive package we’d 
been seeking for the university’s 52 
classrooms slated for technology 
upgrades.”

The	MediaLink	System
Extron’s MediaLink family of easy-to-
install and easy-to-use products work 
together to connect, control, and 
switch A/V presentation devices in small 
classrooms and conference rooms. 
The MLC 226 IP enhanced MediaLink 
Controller, the cornerstone of the 
MediaLink family, provides simplifi ed 
system management and monitoring 
by centralizing all of the control 
elements of a complete A/V system. 
By consolidating functionality and 
control of all connected A/V and room 
devices into one intuitive standardized 
control point in the classrooms at 
UMass Boston, the professors feel at 
ease using the equipment. There are no 
complicated remote controls to lose or 
worry about, no batteries to wear out, 
and no confusing menus to memorize. 
In facilities where brands and types of 
projectors, DVD players, and VCRs may 
vary from room to room, controlling the 
A/V system with a MediaLink Controller 
is always the same, regardless of where it 
is installed. The UMass Boston professors, 
some with little or no training, are able 
to walk into any multimedia classroom 
and operate the now-intuitive A/V 
system without uncertainty or delay. 

The University of Massachusetts Boston is located on Columbia Point peninsula, which it shares with the John F. 
Kennedy Presidential Library.
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Enhanced	Technical	Support	
“The main reason for selecting MediaLink 
is that we wanted a system built around 
the intercom product, and the IP-based 
intercom system was mainly for tech 
support,” Wade said. “For example, 
many professors know how to connect 
the laptop to the system, but they 
forget to activate the VGA port on the 
laptop. This was a major issue. We do 
have professors who love all of the new 
technology. However, some professors 
are technophobes, and their technology 
is a piece of chalk. We have a broad 
range of professors, with varying degrees 
of technical savvy, and our job is to 
accommodate them all.” Formal training 
is offered to the professors one week prior 
to the start of classes, but Wade pointed 
out that because the Extron equipment is 
so intuitive, most professors fi gure it out 
on their own.

“The real beauty of the system is that the 
professors can be supported from a remote 
desk across campus,” Wade said. “They 
don’t have to wait for someone to come 
from the other side of campus to help.”

Global	Viewer™

With Extron’s free GlobalViewer 
Web-based software, the MediaLink 
Controllers, attached projectors, and other 
A/V devices can be controlled, monitored, 
and accessed from any computer on a 
network. This means a number of asset 
management and technical support 

tasks, such as turning displays on and 
off and reporting lamp hours, can be 
achieved using the software. Altogether, 
IP Link and GlobalViewer provide a 
cost-effective means of centralizing A/V 
system management and monitoring, 
thus enabling a higher level of A/V system 
support to reduce demands on technical 
support personnel.

Also, because GlobalViewer provides the 
real-time status of connected devices, 
technicians can troubleshoot systems 
remotely. Information such as connection 
status, power state, and video input 
selection is displayed, and technicians can 
toggle the power of connected devices on 
or off, switch sources, and control volume 
from remote locations. 

Because IP Link-enabled products 
are always on and routinely poll their 
attached devices for status information, 
if any serially controlled device, such as a 

Key Features: IP Intercom® 
HelpDesk™ Software

•  Allows the user to set up, access, manage, 

and monitor audio for MediaLink Intercom 

IP devices. Enables room-to-room and 

room-to-help desk communication.

•  Enables the creation of calling groups for 

simultaneous broadcast messages.

•  Stores and transmits pre-recorded voice 

announcements to one or more rooms. 

Default messages are provided with 

the software or the user can create the 

messages.

•  Allows viewing of detailed information 

from multiple intercom stations at the 

same time. Provides grouping, connection 

status, IP address, and current activity for 

all MediaLink Controller + IP Intercom 

module combinations connected and 

managed by the console.

•  Enables the user to make announcements 

to one or several IP Intercom stations. 

Console operators can select an individual 

station, a group of stations, or all stations 

powered on and connected to the 

network.

•  Includes an unattended console 

announcement to inform incoming calls 

when the HelpDesk is unavailable.

•  Provides Administrator level password to 

prevent console operators from making 

changes to the system and intercom 

module confi guration, HelpDesk software 

preferences, and advanced audio settings. 

This also prevents console operators from 

unauthorized monitoring of classrooms.

• Available for free from www.extron.com

The MLC 226 IP enhanced MediaLink Controller is the 
cornerstone of the MediaLink family.

Extron's free GlobalViewer Web-based software enables 
the user to manage and monitor an entire organization's 
A/V systems over their existing IP network.
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projector or plasma display, is physically 
disconnected from the network, the 
MLC 226 IP monitoring its status will 
know immediately. In such an event, it 
can send an e-mail message warning of a 
possible theft.

John Jessoe, Manager of Distance 
Learning and Video Production at UMass 
Boston, said that they especially appreciate 
the e-mail notifi cation feature in 
GlobalViewer, which they use to monitor 
equipment 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
“We’ve had two projectors stolen in the 
past year, and in both cases, GlobalViewer 
sent an instant disconnect notice to our 
media services staff, who contacted the 
police. The e-mail notifi cation works, and 
it works fl awlessly.”

Why	IP	Intercom	Works
UMass Boston uses the IPI 104 AAP 
four-button IP Intercom module that 
enables two-way voice communications 
over an IP network. The intercom’s Help 
button provides the professor with a way 
to quickly request system support, and 
assistance can be given over the intercom.

In addition to its two-way tech support, 
the IP Intercom has helped UMass Boston 
save money by eliminating the cost of 
putting in telephone lines. “You’d be 
surprised at the cost of installing 50 
phone lines, paying for the lines, and 
having all of the calls charged back to 
the department. We wanted two-way 
tech support, but we wanted it to be 
married to a control system, and that’s 
why we chose the MLC 226 IP along with 
the IP Intercom,” Wade said. “With the 
new system, professors walk into their 
classrooms, plug in their laptops, and start 
teaching, and they know that if they need 
help with the equipment, they can use the 
IP Intercom for assistance.” 

With the IP Intercom, there are no phone 
extensions to remember; the professor 
simply hits a button to call for help. In 
addition, the intercom shares the same 
network connection with the MLC 226 
Controller, and there are no additional 
power requirements. The IPI 104 AAP 
fi ts into a four-space architectural AAP 
– Architectural Adapter Plate opening on 
the MLC 226 AAP Controller.

Introducing
New Stand-Alone 
IP Intercom Modules
Our fi rst IP Intercom modules were 
designed to work in conjunction with the 
MLC 226 IP MediaLink Controller. However, 
in some cases, IP Intercom stations are 
needed where there is no controller 
installed. To meet this need, we have just 
introduced the IP 200 series of stand-alone 
IP Intercom modules. 

The IPI 201 version has one backlit, 
confi gurable Push To Talk button for 
communicating with one recipient, and 
the IPI 204 has four backlit buttons that 
enable communications with four different 
recipients.

Other features of the 
IPI 201 and IPI 204:
•  Provide two-way, half-duplex voice 

communications over an IP network

• Stand-alone IP addressable modules

• Mount in a two-gang wall plate

• Integrated speaker and microphone

•  Balanced or unbalanced mono audio 
output on 3.5 mm captive screw 
connectors

•  LED indicator shows when room is being 
monitored

•  Automatically adjust for straight-through 
or crossover network cable

•  Support Power over Ethernet, PoE 802.3af

• Available in black or white

• AAP mountable versions also available

Extron equipment, including switcher, controller, and intercom, is 
housed in an MLM-WB+ Wall Box in most Tech 1 classrooms.

UMass Boston uses the IPI 104 AAP with 
four backlit Push to Talk buttons.
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All the Tech 2 classrooms use a seven-gang SMB surface mount box to 
house the MediaLink controller, DVD / VCR IR control module and the 
IP Intercom module.

U n i v e r s i t y 	 o f 	 M a s s a c h u s e t t s 	 B o s t o n 	 	 — continued

Making	the	Choice
There was some concern about having the 
MLC 226 IP and the intercom riding on the 
university’s network, so Extron’s Education Team 
arranged for a demonstration and test run. 
“Everyone was sold on the Extron products at 
that point,” Wade said. “The IT guys gave us 
their blessing, and said, ‘Go for it!’”

The decision was made to create 50 Tech 1 
classrooms and two Tech 2 classrooms with 
mostly Extron equipment. Each of the 50 Tech 1 
classrooms on campus was equipped with:

•   MLC 226 IP L MediaLink Controller with 
IP Link and Lectern Faceplate

•   IPI 104 AAP, Four-Button IP Intercom Module
•   MLS 304 SA, Four Input MLS-MediaLink 

Switcher with Stereo Audio Amplifi er
•   VGA Extender Wall Mount to allow the signal 

to reach the projector
•   MLM-WB+ Lockable Metal Wall Box with 

Flip-Down 4U Rack Space
•   UCM RAAP Universal Controller Mounting 

Rack Kit
•   AAP Single Blank Plate
•   AAP Double Blank Plate and
•   Assortment of Extron cables and adapters.

In addition, some rooms have an SCP 226 
Secondary Control Panel that provides 
an additional control point in the room. 
Other equipment in each classroom 
includes a projector, a screen, a closed 
caption decoder, speakers, a laptop 
connection, aux video, and DVD/VHS 
combo. Most of the equipment is housed 
in the Extron MLM-WB+ Wall Box. The 
Tech 1 classrooms seat 20 to 30 students.
 
The two Tech 2 classrooms, one in 
Wheatley Hall and one in McCormack 
Hall, were designed for larger classes of 
up to 100 students. The A/V equipment 
in the Tech 2 classrooms, including a 
document camera, a resident PC, a 
laptop connection, an auxiliary video 
input, and a DVD/VHS combo unit, is 
housed in a teaching console in the 
front of each room. There is also a PZM 
microphone mounted on the desk for 
sound reinforcement.

In addition, the Tech 2 classrooms include:

•   MLC 226 IP L MediaLink Controller with 
IP Link

•   IPI 104 AAP, Four Button IP Intercom Module
•   MLS 506MA, Six Input MediaLink Switcher 

with Mono Audio Amplifi er
•   DVS 304, Four Input Video and RGB Scaler
•   RGB 160xi, Universal Mountable Computer-

Video Interface with Audio and ADSP™

•   IRCM-DV+ Dual-Function DVD/VCR IR 
Control Module

•   MLM 226 7GWP Seven-Gang Wall Mounting 
Kit for the MLC 226 IP

•   SMB Series Gang Surface Mount Box and 

various Extron cables and adapters.

Immediate	Feedback
According to Simon Davis, Director of the 
Boston offi ce of HB Communications, 
the integrator for the installation, the 
MediaLink controllers were the best 
product for UMass Boston because they 
are cost-effi cient, simple to use, consistent 
from classroom to classroom, and easy to 
get the faculty to accept.

Wade and Jessoe were very impressed with 
the IP Intercom from the fi rst time they used 
it after it was installed. “We were amazed,” 
Wade said. “No noise, no buzz. I was in a 
classroom, and John was at the help desk in 
another building, but it sounded as if he was 
standing right next to me.”

Davis was happy with the installation for 
another reason. “It’s good to see a state 
school, where funds are not as accessible, 
receiving the technological upgrades they 
need,” he said.

“We’ve been very happy with the 
MediaLink Controllers, and we’ve received 
a lot of positive response from faculty and 
staff. The controllers are easy to use. The 
professors push a button, and they see 
something happen; there’s a click or a light. 
Educators like that tactile feedback,” Wade 
said. “Even better, the IP Intercom system is 
technically fl awless.”
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Galaxy Lanes: New Puerto Rico Entertainment Center Goes the 
Distance with Extron Twisted Pair A/V Technology

When the future owners of Galaxy Lanes returned from a trip several years ago to survey some of the modern, trendy 

bowling centers in Florida, they knew exactly what they wanted for their new installation in San Juan: an expansive 

venue offering even more than the locations in Florida. This would include not just bowling, but also two restaurants, two 

bars, a gaming area, a control station for a DJ, and an area for live entertainment. The A/V requirements were substantial—

40 fl at-panel displays and projectors throughout the facility, including an array of 10 projectors to fi ll a wall of screens 

spanning 32 bowling lanes. A total of 20 input sources would feed the displays, and a comprehensive sound system was 

needed for various live and programmed audio applications. A fully-equipped A/V system, with an extensive lineup of 

Extron products and technologies between source and display, addressed the need for long-distance signal distribution 

that would cover the sheer size and scope of this facility. The system also fulfi lled the necessity to effectively route signals 

everywhere, and to provide optimal signal and format conversion to the native resolution of each display.

A	Long	Distance	Challenge
For the systems designer and integrator, 
San Juan-based Media Integration Group-
Audio Visual Concepts - MIG-AVC, the 
immediate challenge was to provide 
effective video signal transport to cover 
the substantial distances within the 
35,000 square foot facility. Component 
video connections were needed, starting 

from the control booth and DJ station, 
where most of the A/V sources were 
situated, to the equipment room tucked 
away elsewhere in the building. From 
there, signals would be routed and then 
distributed to all displays. The required 
cable runs would be as much as 400 feet. 
Given that installing coaxial cable could be 
challenging and quite costly, the decision 

was made to run UTP - unshielded 
twisted pair cabling throughout the 
facility. Its light weight and smaller size 
makes it much easier to pull through 
conduit.

“Because of the large scale and 
complexity of this project, we determined 
that running UTP cable would be much 
easier for us to manage than coaxial 
cable,” says Ivan Mendoza, Vice President 
of Technical Support for MIG-AVC. “As 
a result, a twisted pair approach really 

simplifi ed our installation.”

To send video along this cabling, 
MIG-AVC elected to use Extron MTP 
- Mini Twisted Pair products, including 
a total of 46 pairs of MTP T 15HD 
RS transmitters and MTP R 15HD RS 
receivers. Several of them are used 
to transmit component video from 
11 sources in the control room to the 
equipment room, where an Extron 
Matrix 6400 matrix switcher then 
routes and distributes component 
video signals to another bank of 
MTP T 15HD RS transmitters. From 
there, signals are sent over twisted pair 
to displays throughout the facility, each 
paired with an MTP R 15HD RS receiver.

Galaxy Lanes in San Juan, Puerto Rico

Photo provided by T. Alvarado, I. Mendoza
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Conventional CAT 5 cabling could have 
been employed for this installation. 
However, because of the inherent twist 
ratio variations between the twisted 
pairs—also known as skew, calibration 
at each of the 45 MTP receivers for skew 
compensation would likely have been 

necessary. As an alternative, MIG-AVC 
elected to use Extron’s UTP23SF-4P 
Enhanced Skew-Free™ A/V UTP cable. 
Because there is no skew in this cable, 
A/V system installation is greatly 
simplifi ed. “Using Extron Skew-Free 
cable really helped to simplify the whole 
installation process for us, since we did 
not have to fi ne-tune skew compensation 
at every display,” explains Mendoza.

Extron Twisted Pair Installation 
Provides a Foundation for Control
The Extron MTP 15HD RS Series products 
and UTP cabling throughout the A/V 
system also serves as an infrastructure 
for sending RS-232 control signals from a 
third-party control system. RS-232 signals 
can be passed though the MTP 15HD RS 
transmitters and receivers, offering an 
opportunity to further simplify system 

integration by eliminating the need for 
separate cabling to control displays and 
other equipment. “The decision to run 
UTP cable everywhere and install Extron 
twisted pair equipment gave us another 
important advantage in that we were able 
to use the same system to pass through 
RS-232 signals to control displays and 
devices,” notes Mendoza.

Matrix Switching
A comprehensive matrix switching system 
was needed for routing and distributing 
signals from 20 sources, from conventional 
sources such as a PC, DVD player, and 
satellite receivers, to special-purpose sources 
including SMS text servers, a multimedia 
server, IP-based PTZ cameras, and a broadcast 
advertising server. A total of 45 outputs were 
necessary to feed an array of 10 projectors 
for the main bowling area, as well as fl at-
panel displays in various locations throughout 
the venue, including the restaurants, bars, 
control booth, and several other areas with 
customer access. The solution was an Extron 
Matrix 6400 Fully Confi gurable Matrix 
Switcher, confi gured in a 32x64 size, which 
offered the capacity and performance to 
accommodate this installation’s switching 

needs. To meet the needs of the installation, 
the inputs and outputs of the Matrix 6400 
can be fully customized, or virtualized 
according to video signal format. This is 
accomplished using the included Extron 
virtualization/control software, which offers 
an intuitive, graphical user interface to 
simplify the customization.

Mendoza and his team were able to get the 
Matrix 6400 up and running and integrated 
with the third-party control system, easily and 
smoothly. “We had absolutely no problems 
setting up the switcher and using the Extron 
SIS™ commands to program the control 
system, and the whole process turned out to 
be intuitive,” he says.

Scaling and Conversion
For scaling and signal conversion, 17 Extron 
DVS 304 Video and RGB Scalers were used 
to upconvert, optimize, and also convert 
incoming signal formats to progressive 
component video at the native resolution 
of each display. Ten of these scalers were 
situated in the equipment room, devoted 
to converting the computer-video output 
from a server providing broadcast advertising 
content. The rest were located in the control 
booth and were tied directly to individual 
input sources to process incoming computer-
video, standard defi nition component video, 
and S-video signals.  

Rack Effi ciency
The equipment room provided just 
enough space for two equipment racks, 
one of which was devoted to Extron 
equipment including the Matrix 6400, 
DVS 304 scalers, and 46 MTP 15HD 
RS transmitters and receivers. Because 
the latter require their own external 
power sources, this could have posed a 
real challenge in terms of dealing with 
a clutter of wires and external power 
supplies, and also coming up with 46 
available AC receptacles. Therefore, MIG-
AVC decided to install six PS 123 Multiple 
Output Power Supplies, each of which 
could power up to eight twisted pair 

A wall of ten projection screens spans a row of 32 bowling lanes

Photo provided by T. Alvarado, I. Mendoza
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transmitters or receivers via short, custom-
cut wiring. In doing so, the number 
of required AC outputs was reduced 
substantially from 46 to just six, and rack 
space was conserved since no trays were 
necessary for external power supplies. 

“By using the PS 123 units, we were able 
to neatly organize the power cabling to 
the MTP units and achieve a very neat, 
clean installation,” explains Mendoza. 
“This really helped us in managing power 
as well as eliminating a potential cluster of 
power supplies.”

Extron from End-to-End
The use of Extron products and 
technologies enabled complete integration, 
from sources in the control booth, to 
the equipment room for routing and 
distributing video signals, and finally to 
the 40 flat-panel displays and projectors 
in the bowling area, bars, restaurants, 
pool tables, and other areas. This included 
various Extron cables for short-length video 
connections within the control booth and 
equipment room, as well as the twisted pair 
cable infrastructure to cover the expansive 
area of this facility.

Mendoza had specified Extron equipment 
for this and several other installations 
based on personal experience with Extron 
products and service over the past 15 years. 
“We’ve always been appreciative of Extron’s 
customer service, which is second to none,” 
he says. “And we’ve always known about 
the quality of their products, so selecting 
them for this project was an obvious 
decision for us, knowing that Extron would 
always be 100% behind us whenever we 
needed them.”

Galaxy Lanes - Simplified System Diagram
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HD-SDI, HDMI, and Tempus Fugit

HD-SDI (high definition serial digital interface) and HDMI (high definition multimedia interface) 

version 1.3 are receiving considerable attention these days. “These days” really moved ahead 

rapidly now that I recall writing in this column on HD-SDI just one year ago. And, exactly two years 

ago the topic was DVI and HDMI. To be predictably trite, it seems like just yesterday. As with all things 

digital, there is much change and much to talk about.   

HD-SDI	Redux
The HD-SDI is the 1.5 Gbps backbone 
of uncompressed high definition video 
conveyance within the professional HD 
production environment. It’s been around 
since about 1996 and is quite literally the 
savior of high definition interfacing and 
delivery at modest cost over medium-haul 
distances using RG-6 style video coax. 
Defined in SMPTE (Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers) 292M, 
this standard just underwent an update in 
late 2006. The technical data is essentially 
the same, but the standard’s relationship 
to other SMPTE standards is now clarified 
via a roadmap within the new release. 

And so it goes, but the real reason to 
discuss HD-SDI today is to introduce 
you to some of its variations. Why? The 
variations are taking on new meaning 
as the industry encounters the need 
for higher color depth and expanded 
transmission bandwidth. The digital 
cinema industry is well aware of the 
new flavors of HD-SDI and, in some 
applications, uses its variants to feed the 
voracious data appetite of the digital 
cinema projector. 

SMPTE 292M describes the basic 1.485 
Gbps serial digital interface capable of 
supporting high definition 10-bit, 1024 
levels, component video in the 4:2:2 
sampling format. This is digital component 
with the luminance channel having full 
bandwidth sampling at 74.250 MHz, 
the ‘4’ in 4:2:2, while the two chroma 

difference channels suffice with one-half 
the sample rate at 37.125 MHz, the ‘2s’ 
in 4:2:2. This format is sufficient for high 
definition television. But, its robustness 
and simplicity is pressing it into the higher 
bandwidth demands of digital cinema and 
other uses like 12-bit, 4096 level signal 
formats, refresh rates above 30 frames per 
second, and larger picture formats. 

More	Bits	is	More	Better
SMPTE addressed this demand with 
SMPTE 372M, which describes a dual-link 
application of HD-SDI capable of 4:4:4 
delivery; i.e. two coax cables supporting 
separate, but coordinated, interfaces 
with each delivering 1.485 Gbps for a 
total bandwidth of 2.970 Gbps. This 
adaptation supports component and RGB 
sources of 10-bits and 12-bits as well as 
an “alpha” channel. The alpha channel 
provides support for chroma keying and 
background clipping mattes. When the 
alpha channel is present, the sampling 
structure is referred to as 4:4:4:4. SMPTE 

372M spreads out the image information 
between the two channels to distribute 
the data payload. Odd-numbered lines 
map to link A and even-numbered lines 
map to link B. Table 1 indicates the 
organization of 4:2:2, 4:4:4, and 4:4:4:4 
data with respect to the available frame 
rates. 

Applications like digital cinema demand 
the uncompressed, 12-bit 4:4:4 structure; 
meaning that each channel is full 
bandwidth RGB or component format 
with 12-bit depth per color. According to 
Table 1, a wide variety of frame rates may 
be accommodated, but digital cinema 
typically utilizes the 24 frame progressive 
mode listed so as to preserve the film 
look. Since this standard is an extension 
of SMPTE 292M, the original HD-SDI 
format, its versatility is utilized for some 
digital cinema interfacing installations; 
although at this time, the digital cinema 
infrastructure is still under considerable 
development and change. 

Table 1: Source signal formats from SMPTE 372M-2002

Signal format sampling structure/ 
pixel depth Frame/Field Rates

4:2:2 (Y'C'BC'R) / 10-bit 60, 60/1.001 and 50 progressive

4:4:4 (R'G'B'), 4:4:4:4 (R'G'B'+ A) / 10-bit
30, 30/1.001, 25, 24, and 24/1.001 progressive, PsF

60, 60/1.001, and 50 fields interlaced

4:4:4 (R'G'B') / 12-bit

4:4:4 (Y'C'BC'R), 4:4:4:4 (Y'C'BC'R+ A) / 10-bit

4:4:4 (Y'C'BC'R) / 12-bit 

4:2:2 (Y'C'BC'R) / 12-bit
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SMPTE	Dynamic	Duo:	424M	and	425M
Dual-link HD-SDI is certainly a step 
forward, but it demands that the 
interfacing devices be capable of 
managing a certain amount of timing 
skew that can occur as the signal travels 
through two separate cable pathways. It is 
imperative that cable length be managed 
closely to guard against increased skew 
time. Signal timing difference at the 
source must not exceed 40 nanoseconds. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could manage 
the two data streams on one cable? 

SMPTE 424M and 425M do just that. Both 
standards describe attributes of the new 
3 Gbps HD-SDI often referred to as “dual 
rate”. SMPTE 424M describes the physical 
interface while SMPTE 425M details image 
format mapping. Just think of 424M 
being two regular 10-bit HD-SDI data 
streams alternating, or time-multiplexed, 
onto one cable. In order to transmit the 
same information as two separate HD-
SDI streams, the clocking rate is simply 
doubled. This arrangement is called a 
“virtual interface” within 424M. The 
connectivity via 75 ohm RG-6 style coax 
with BNC connectors and loss budget 
is the same as with the original SMPTE 
292M for the standard HD-SDI. The only 
difference is that our -20 dB calculation 
for cable loss at one half the clock rate 

moves from 743 MHz to 1.485 GHz. 
Essentially, the loss is about double for the 
same distance with the same cable; or, we 
can transmit the signal half as far. 

In SMPTE 425M, both 10-bit and  
12-bit signals map into the 3 Gbps stream. 
Table 2 summarizes the scope of image 
formats handled in this dual-rate standard. 
The mapping structure supports various 
rates from 4:2:2 10-bit component up 
to 4:4:4 12-bit component and RGB. 
Increasing the bit depth improves the 
image’s dynamic range.

Video	Blanking	Recycled
You might recall from the past HD-SDI 
article some discussion on the SMPTE 
348M transport version called HD-SDTI, 
high definition serial digital transport 
interface. HD-SDTI is geared for general 
purpose data hauling at 1.5 Gbps. In the 
new release of SMPTE 292M, the roadmap 
shows this transport interface tied in to 
the taxonomy through SMPTE 291M, also 
updated in 2006, which describes how to 
format data for use within the ancillary 
data space supplied in all television serial 
digital standards. The ancillary space 
is the time interval previously devoted 
to horizontal and vertical blanking in 
the analog television system. Since 
horizontal and vertical synchronization 

timing occupied about 20% of the total 
timing allotment, re-use of this valuable 
timing slot allows a significant amount of 
additional data to be transmitted within 
the HD-SDI or HD-SDTI. 

SMPTE 349M takes the transport 
concept back into the standard definition 
production environment for support of 
525 and 625 line video. Instructions are 
provided for the repacking of standard 
definition into the HD-SDI transport space. 
Further, this standard sets the structure 
for transport of a variety of video data 
including MPEG-2 encoded video.

New	Song:	“What	kind	of	HD-M-I?”	
Yes, Mr. Sinatra would be asking himself 
just that if he were around to install and 
connect his own flat screen TV today. The 
big news is that HDMI version 1.3 finally 
released along with an additional smaller, 
adroit connector and a color depth 
increase from a paltry 16,777,216 colors 
to 68,719,476,736 colors. Yes, folks, 
68.7 Gigacolors. One could fixate into a 
comma coma reading numbers like that. 
Can you imagine what a jump all the way 
to version 2.0 might bring? Welcome to 
Gigacolors.

I feel good about that. I’d feel even better 
if we had displays that could show all 

Table 2: Source Image Format Relationships from SMPTE 425M

Mapping
Structure

Reference 
SMPTE 

Standard

Image
Format

Signal Format Sampling/Pixel 
Depth Frame/Field Rates

1 274M 1920 x 1080 4:2:2 (Y’C’BC’R) / 10-bit 60, 60/1.001, 50 frame progressive

2

296M
1280 x 720

4:4:4 (R’G’B’), 4:4:4:4 (R’G’B’+ A) / 10-bit 60, 60/1.001, 50 frames progressive

30, 30/1.001, 25, 24, & 24/1.001 frames progressive4:4:4 (Y’C’BC’R), 4:4:4:4 (YC’BC’R+A) / 10-bit

274M
1920 x 1080

4:4:4 (R’G’B’), 4:4:4:4 (R’G’B’+ A) / 10-bit 60, 60/1.001, 50 frames interlaced 

30, 30/1.001, 25, 24, & 24/1.001 frames progressive4:4:4 (Y’C’BC’R), 4:4:4:4 (YC’BC’R+A) / 10-bit

3 274M
1920 x 1080

4:4:4 (R’G’B’) / 12-bit 60, 60/1.001, 50 frames interlaced

30, 30/1.001, 25, 24, & 24/1.001 frames progressive4:4:4 (Y’C’BC’R) / 12-bit

4 274M
1920 x 1080 4:2:2 (Y’C’BC’R) / 12-bit

30, 30/1.001, 25, 24, & 24/1.001 frames progressive

60, 60/1.001, 50 fields interlaced
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those colors, but that’s another discussion 
for another time. At least we know 
that we can collect the colors, assign a 
number to them, and store them away in 
a large hard drive for future use… a kind 
of cryogenic color storage, figuratively 
speaking, to be thawed at a future date 
by the LED and the laser. Surely, the good 
ol’ days are yet to come. 

Nearby is a summary listing the salient 
new features offered by version 1.3. Of 
all the new features, the ones most likely 
to be noticed by most consumers are 
the improved color depth and the small 
form factor connector. The new mini-
connector debuted recently on some 
camcorders as the new interface for direct 
connection to your home HDTV system. 
Like USB, devices having the new physical 
interface will provide a short cable with 
the standard HDMI connector on one 
end and the new mini on the other end 
to facilitate direct digital connection to a 
display system. 

The less noticeable, but important 
features are the higher interface speed, 
from 4.95 Gbps to 10.2 Gbps, which will 
support higher visual resolutions along 
with lossless audio formats like Dolby® 
TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio™. 
Systems providing 3D viewing capability 

have long used 120 Hz refresh rates, so 
that is now supported. 

Another item not to be overlooked by all 
of us in the A/V community is the auto-
magic audio/video lip sync feature. Lip 
sync is one of those things we don’t talk 
about, but its preponderance is lurking 
within every high-end A/V system design. 
Typically, the video is delayed significantly 
by the processing encountered in most 
scaling and switching systems. The effect 
is compounded if additional scaling occurs 
in the display as well as externally. Audio 
could lag video by as much as three or 
four frames… a condition quite noticeable 
to the viewer. Many video processors 
control or include built-in compensation 
for this lag, but depending on the A/V 
system design, lip sync error may creep in. 

Pixel	Packing	101
But, let’s get back to the deal closers…
more resolutions and greater color depth. 
At slightly more than double the previous 
transmission rate, version 1.3 widens 
support for high resolution progressive 
scan rates along with the greater color 
depth. A comprehensive list of supported 
rates is covered in Consumer Electronics 
Association document CEA-861-D. For 
example, the regular single-link HDMI, 
or DVI, supports 1920x1080 progressive 
scan high definition video at 24 bits per 
pixel, bpp. To review, 24 bpp means 
that each of the three color channels 
(R, G, B) are assigned 8 bits, or 256 levels. 
If we multiply 256 to the third power, 
we achieve the 16.7 million colors. To 
achieve any of the greater color depth 
values, more pixel information must be 
transmitted. 

The version 1.3 specification chapter 
6 illustrates the methodology for 
increasing clock rate and packing pixels to 
achieve the additional data throughput. 
If you think about it a moment, it’s 
straightforward in that the existing 
interface operates at 165 MHz to support 

24 bpp. The new interface must operate 
at least twice as fast, hence 340 MHz, to 
support up to 48 bpp. With the increased 
clock rate, version 1.3 lays out the 
interleaving details that support orderly 
fragmentation, packing, and movement 
of the additional pixel information for 
each of the new pixel depths (30, 36, 
and 48) beyond the standard 24. Did I 
say “fragmentation”? That’s right; there 
IS matter smaller than one pixel. The 
HDMI 1.3 is rampant with partial pixels 
tucked together within all the nooks 
and crannies of the three data channels. 
Pixel packing and keeping track of partial 
pixels is not only very interesting, but 
definitely recommended study for anyone 
experiencing difficulty falling asleep in the 
evening. 

Color	Space	—	“The	Final	Frontier”
Color depth and color space are not 
the same thing. Color depth refers to a 
method for dividing a range of color, the 
red channel for example, into smaller 
graduated increments so as to attain 
smoother, shaded tonal appearance on a 
display device. 
 
Color space describes the overall range of 
colors within the realm of human vision 
that a system can reproduce. Humans 
are capable of seeing more colors than 
our existing visual display systems can 
show us. The quest continues for larger 

HDMI version 1.3 Feature List 

•  Higher speed: from 165 MHz to 340 MHz  
(4.95 Gbps to 10.2 Gbps)

•  Deep color (24, 30, 36, 48 bit depth) for RGB 
and YCBCR

• Increased resolution range

• Higher frame rates to 120 Hz

• New, lossless audio formats

• Automatic audio/video lip sync

•  New mini-connector for small electronics like 
cameras

•  Broader color space – “xvYCC” as described in 
IEC61966-2-4

• Two classes of interconnect cable

The Rules of Deep Color

• Support for deep color modes is optional.

• Only HDMI version 1.3 supports deep color.

• 30, 36, and 48 bpp are deep color modes.

•  Devices discover pixel depth support via the 
E-EDID interface.

•  A device’s failure to indicate pack pixels initiates 
24-bit mode.

• RGB 4:4:4 deep color always supported. d 

• YCBCR 4:4:4 deep color support optional.

• YCBCR 4:2:2 does not support deep color.
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Figure 2: Relative size comparison between Type A (left) 
and the new Type C (right). Type C is about 33% smaller.
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color space and the ability to display it. 
HDMI version 1.3 takes a new step in 
that direction denoted as “xvYCC”, or 
Extended-gamut YCC color space. The 
IEC 61966-2-4 defines this color space for 
video applications. Chapter 4.3 of the IEC 
standard describes xvYCC as an extension 
of ITU-R BT709-5, but extends the gamut 
of that standard much wider. The concept 
is illustrated in Figure 1 where the outer 
boundary of the color space “wedge” 
represents the limits of human visual 
capacity and the triangles represent the 
available colors within a region defined by 
primary red, green, and blue tristimulus 
values for a given color space. The larger 
the triangle, the more vivid are the 
perceived colors. Note that the HDTV  
(ITU-R 709) color space and the sRGB 
color space used in computer applications 
and by most all JPEG-based digital 
cameras are the same color space. This 
means that images in the sRGB space will 
directly match the color space of displays 
capable of displaying the HDTV space.

Getting	Physical
Chapter 4 of the HDMI specification 1.3 
defines the physical layer, or the connector 
and cable interface. In the connector 
department, there are now three types: 
A, B, and C. Type A is the popular 19-pin 
version in widespread use. Type B is the 
lesser known 29-pin dual link connector. 
And, Type C is the new compact 19-pin 

version for portable devices. Refer to 
Figure 2, which shows approximately 33% 
miniaturization compared to Type A. Table 
4-13 in the HDMI 1.3 specification lists the 
pin alignment between Type A and Type 
C as they are not pin-to-pin compatible 
in the interest of Type C connector 
design optimization. Some new digital 
camcorders utilize the Type C connector so 
that the user may plug directly into HDMI-
equipped displays for that high quality 
direct digital RGB or YCBCR video rush.

Interface cabling continues to boggle the 
senses. The first thing we need to take care 
of here is this: the HDMI specification only 
provides us with the electrical performance 
requirements for a functional interface. 
It does NOT specify cable design or cable 
length maximums. Everyone has but their 
own ingenuity using available raw cable 
materials and active electronics to solve the 
distance issues. However, version 1.3 does 
establish two classes of cable assemblies 
called Category 1 and Category 2. These 
“category” designations have nothing 
to do with the same nomenclature used 
for network cabling. Version 1.3 outlines 
detailed electrical design and testing 
requirements for both categories with 
Category 1 cables supporting HDMI clock 
frequencies to 74.25 MHz and Category 2 
cables supporting the entire specification 
through 340 MHz. So, what does this 
mean to us? Table 4 of the CEA-861 
companion standard lists all the supported 
resolution rates and the corresponding 
clock rate required for the HDMI. All 

television video rates, including standard 
definition and high definition through 
1080i and 1080p at 30 Hz frame or below 
operating at 24 bpp, are serviced by the 
74.25 MHz clock rate. This means that the 
supposedly cheaper, existing Category 1 
cable will suffice. The higher performance 
cable is therefore required to realize any of 
the deep color rates.  

Attenuation limit charts and eye diagram 
masks provide the tools to guide 
the cable designer between the two 
categories. It is obvious that, since cable 
length cannot be tied to the specification, 
we are highly dependent on the cable 
manufacturer to accurately design, 
test, and label the cable assemblies 
appropriately for the given length sold. 
While a short length of a particular cable 
type may perform to Category 2, it does 
not mean that a longer version of the 
same cable type will perform to Category 
2. As cable length increases, we all know 
that attenuation effects limit performance 
rapidly. For critical applications, 
A/V designers should pre-test cables 
regardless of category labeling.  

Tempus	Fugit	—	Time	Flies	
Well, it certainly has. While being a glimpse 
of the expanding HD-SDI arena and HDMI 
version 1.3 new offerings, this article locks 
in time a small moment where we discuss 
the new, yet dream about what might be 
in store for our future. Likely a year or two 
from now I’ll need to revisit some aspect of 
these interface topics. Oh, don’t forget to 
download your own free copy of version 
1.3 at www.hdmi.org … all 276 pages of 
it. It will be some time before all devices 
make full use of version 1.3.

Meanwhile, I’ve got to figure out how 
we’re going to make a cable that supports 
340 MHz and a 10.2 Gbps data rate for 
any reasonable distance. So, while I’m off 
the street working on that, pay attention 
to those new HDMI cable assemblies. Don’t 
buy anything with peel-off category labels!  

 

Figure 1: Conceptual presentation of the expanded xvYCC 
color space compared to the sRGB color space (not to 
scale).
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From Consensus Through Completion: Tips for A/V System 
Integration in Education Environments

In the last issue, we discussed tips on how to make sure that the right A/V products and technologies are selected for 

integration into education environments and then used to their full potential. We now focus on some of the unique 

challenges and opportunities education environments pose for A/V system designers and integrators, and offer tips to help 

the integration process go smoothly.

As many of you know, schools oftentimes 
have a completely different model than 
corporate environments when it comes to 
planning for, selecting, and implementing 
new technologies. Collaboration is 
normally a key factor in the process, with 
committees making recommendations 
based upon technology plans and needs 
analysis. The entire process, from the 
initial request for proposals through the 
contract award can be lengthy due to the 
required review and approval processes. 
Yet many A/V system integrators who tap 
into this growing market appreciate both 
the professional challenges and personal 
rewards. Here are a few things to keep 
in mind when working with schools and 
other educational institutions.

Keep	Attuned	to	the	Different	Voices,	
Cultures,	and	Processes
If you are familiar with working in business 
settings, keep in mind that working with 
a single CEO with clear-cut ideas of what 
he or she wants and the freedom to 
make fi nancial decisions on the spot is 
much different from a committee-based, 
stakeholder, consensus-driven process 
frequently found in many educational 
environments. Allow individuals with 
varied levels of expertise and comfort with 
technology the time they need to address 
their concerns, become familiar with the 
latest technologies, and use their own 
processes to make recommendations. 
For groups, the process is often equally 
important, if not more important, than 

the outcome. If folks know they have 
been heard, understood, and valued, 
they are more likely to buy into the fi nal 
group recommendation, which is critical 
when they are being asked to integrate a 
change in their environment.

Remember that technology alone cannot 
transform education; but technology 
in the hands of dedicated educators 
comfortable with its potential, limitations, 
and use, can and do capture students’ 
attention, trigger their imaginations, and 
engage them in the process of learning. 
Take the time to identify the roadblocks 
that kept previous technologies from 
being fully utilized. Ask your customers 
if they have reasons or ideas why this 
might have occurred. Build in time and 
strategies to overcome them.

When introducing a new technology to 
members of the selection committee 
and end users, you won’t go wrong 
by using some of the same techniques 
educators themselves use in a classroom 
to convey new information. First, 
leave the lingo behind. While it can 
be fun to discuss streaming video 
over the Internet and the effects of IP 
monitoring on system bandwidth with a 
representative from the IT department, 
not everyone on the committee or in a 
training group will share the same level 
of interest or expertise.

When introducing and explaining terms 
that may be unfamiliar to some, proceed 
from the known to the unknown by using 

Schools oftentimes have a completely different model than corporate environments when it comes to planning for, 
selecting, and implementing new technologies.
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everyday language and analogies that 
folks will readily understand.

Finally, de-mystify unfamiliar technologies 
and A/V devices and calm any individual 
fears that somehow “I can break it.” We 
all have family members and friends who 
use only a few of the features on their 
DVD player or computer because they 
have never taken the time to read the 
instructions, to explore available options, 
and to be truly comfortable with how they 
work. The more individuals understand 
how a component works within an 
A/V system, including its strengths and 
limitations, the more likely people will 
use it to full capacity and not expect the 
impossible. In the process, they will also 
come to realize they are not likely to 
break it in the course of everyday use. 
You can allay a lot of fears that come 
with using new technologies by actually 
demonstrating to folks the “worst” that 
can happen, troubleshooting techniques 
to identify the issue, and showing 
how easy it is to get the component 
functioning properly again.

On the other hand, most end-users never 
have access to key system components 
such as scalers or matrix switchers that 
require technical expertise for proper set-
up and operation and fail-safe features 
like front panel lockout capabilities can 
prevent inadvertent changes to crucial 
system settings. Those who do have 
access to key components and knowledge 
of front panel passwords are also the very 
individuals who should be thoroughly 
trained on the overall system design and 
individual component use. Encourage 
your customers to take advantage of 
any in-depth online or seminar training 
made available to them by A/V equipment 
manufacturers.

Support,	Support,	Support.
Some educational settings may be long 
on enthusiasm but short on support 
staff. Plan some time before and after 

the installation to make sure that the 
systems function easily and are up to the 
realistic expectations you have set. Taking 
the time to educate end users on how 
to integrate the technologies fully into 
everyday learning environments leads to 
satisfi ed customers who become your best 
advocates. Do not let your systems be 
among those collecting dust in the corner. 

Also, remember the role and value of the 
manufacturer in the training and support 
process. Manufacturers that provide your 
own staff with in-depth product training, 
design expertise, and after-hours support 
can be part of your own safety net if you 
need to resolve a particularly complex 
issue for your customer.

Strike a careful yet clear-cut balance 
between contract-based customer support 
and volunteerism. Educational systems 
cannot operate without public and private 
support, so many schools and systems 
must create masterpieces with less than 
adequate resources. In such settings, 
it is important to clearly spell out and 
communicate the types of support you 

will offer based on your contract. It is 
also good business to let those same 
clients know when you are volunteering 
your time and talents for the sake of the 
school or institution. Those off-the-clock 
hours spent volunteering are often very 
rewarding and create immeasurable 
goodwill.

Satisfi ed customers are your best 
marketers. When you have managed 
to integrate new technologies into a 
classroom or school and they are being 
fully utilized as designed, ask some of 
those decision makers and end users to 
help tell your success story. Get a few 
quotations, pictures, and anecdotes 
in writing, as well as the necessary 
permissions to publish them. Include them 
in your marketing materials on a Web site 
or in a short installation profi le suitable for 
industry and manufacturer publications.
With careful planning and execution, 
there’s no reason why within the history 
of every school there can’t be a story of 
the A/V System Designer who successfully 
integrated new technology and truly made 
a difference.

A/V system integrators who tap into this growing education market appreciate both the professional challenges and 
personal rewards.
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By David Libman, Director of Software Product Development
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The Software Solution

Since the introduction of Extron’s MGP 464 last year, the market has gravitated towards this 

four window, multi-graphic processor for many reasons, including price, performance, universal 

connectivity, and the general robust feature set it includes. When used in applications for which it 

was designed, its capabilities are unmatched. While creating the control software for this product, it 

became apparent that it could also work quite effectively in another application often installed by audio 

visual integrators in large network operation centers, command and control centers, corporate “war” 

rooms, and even houses of worship. After evaluating the product’s control capabilities, we found that 

with some creative changes to the product fi rmware and a new software application purposefully built 

to create an array of processors, we could seam images together on a large electronic display canvas, 

better known as a video wall.

Just introduced this year at Infocomm 
2007, Extron’s WindoWall™ Console and 
the MGP 464W series of processors were 
designed to do exactly that—enable users 
to “paint” their own large electronic 
display canvas, creating a video wall. 
With the cost of display cubes, fl at 
panel displays, and projection devices 
generally declining, multi-display high 
resolution imaging systems are much 
more affordable now than in the past. 
WindoWall Console excels at making 
the chore of video wall installation and 

confi guration no more complicated than 
if you were installing a single MGP 464 
processor in a conference room. One 
of the primary goals of the software 
application was to reduce the amount 
of time it takes the system integrator to 
setup and install a video wall system. The 
software facilitates the basic system setup 
and verifi cation with just the minimum 
details provided to the software by the 
installation technician. The software 
implements three key Wizards to simplify 
the “bring up” of a video wall system.  

The “New System” wizard walks the 
technician through the display array 
confi guration and source specifi cation. 
The “Auto Image” wizard uses the MGP’s 
award-winning processing to detect and 
calibrate each source in the system at 
the click of a button. For fi ne-tuning, the 
“Pixel Phase” wizard makes the fi nishing 
touches a breeze. Most software “power 
users” veer away from wizards as they 
usually limit total fl exibility as a tradeoff 
for simplicity by making some decisions 
for the user. Have no fear, our software 
is written with the power user in mind 
and, as such, you can manually confi gure 
the system and have full control over 
all parameters and selections. Once the 
system is defi ned, confi gured, and dialed 
in, using the real-time drag-and-drop 
canvas is straightforward and intuitive.  
After reviewing the most common 
applications, we included features needed 
to implement them, including large high 
resolution live computer background on 
the wall, two level password security for 
the application as well as the projects, 
128 system presets, window text, window 
borders, and many, many more. With 
support for systems controlling up to 
16 processors, all of the most common 
wall confi gurations can be achieved. The Extron’s WindoWall™ Console and the MGP 464W series of processors enable users to “paint” their own large electronic 

display canvas, creating a video wall.
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capability of storing and recalling wall 
scenario presets meets the needs of most 
system users. If your customers’ needs 
go beyond the basics, the software has 
full real-time control capability, including 
window placement, sizing, zooming, 
etc.  Once the system is set up the way 

you need it, just shut the software down 
and use your third-party control system 
to recall wall layout presets. No longer do 
you need to rely on the control computer 
in order for the users to meet their day-
to-day multi-imaging requirements. Now 
your video wall system is truly a solid 

state, highly reliable appliance! Whether 
your system is large or small you can 
leverage Extron’s fi eld-tested hardware, 
combined with feature-rich software to 
provide one of the most powerful high 
resolution video processing systems on the 
market today.

The “New System” Wizard steps you through display 
confi guration parameters including mullion compensation

Quickly create matrix switcher connection schematics 
with point-and-click simplicity

The real time, drag-and-drop canvas provides full control 
over window size and position

WindoWall Console excels at making the task of video wall installation and confi guration no more complicated than if you were installing a single MGP 464 processor in a conference 
room.
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CTU 300 FastBite™: Fast and Secure BNC Crimping

Proper cable termination is critical to the overall performance of an A/V system. One poor cable connection can wipe away 

all the attention to detail that went into the rest of the system. Extreme care should be taken when crimping cables; 

performing a reliable and secure crimp the fi rst time eliminates the costs incurred when a poor connection has to be traced. 

In our continuing effort to improve installation effi ciency, we have introduced the new CTU 300 Universal Crimp Tool.

More	Features,	Less	Effort
Our original Universal Crimp Tool was 
introduced in 2004. It offered a unique 
four-in-one design for terminating all Extron 
coaxial cables and other compatible cables 
using our BNC crimp connectors. The new 
Extron CTU 300 Universal Crimp Tool expands 
on this proven technology with the exclusive, 
precision-machined, self-aligning FastBite 
die to guarantee reliable, consistent crimp 
connections every time. The crimp termination 
passes stringent pull-testing for durable, 
long-term, secure crimps that will survive the 
most rigorous environments. The lightweight 
ratchet-controlled frame enables minimal, 

one-hand effort for complete, precise 
crimp cycles. In fact, the new frame design 
effectively eliminates partial crimps.

The	Difference	is	in	the	Details
The FastBite die in the new CTU 300 has a 
smooth fi nish to eliminate the fl aring that can 
interfere with pin-to-cable connections. The 
die, with its rounded hexagonal shape, creates 
a double-sided indentation on the cable 
jacket, enabling a precise, tight crimp without 
interfering with the electrical connection. The 
crimp die is color-coded to quickly correlate 
the BNC connector type to the correct space 
on the die.

The CTU 300’s ergonomic soft-grip 
handle distributes maximum force to 
each connection, while reducing the 
amount of force necessary to operate 
the handle.

Precision-Machined	for	Accuracy
Many low-cost crimp dies are made of 
stamped or cast metal. The CTU 300 
is precision-machined using the latest 
advancements in die metal machining 
to ensure the highest level of accuracy, 
precision, and tolerance.

CTU 300 Features
•   One tool crimps all coaxial cables 

that use Extron BNC connectors

•  Self-aligning FastBite die with 
rounded hexagonal shape 
that creates a double-sided 
indentation on the cable jacket 
to ensure fast, tight crimp 
connections

•  Lightweight ratchet-controlled 
frame that enables minimal, 
one-hand effort and eliminates 
partial crimps

•  Smooth fi nish to eliminate 
fl aring

•  Extron-engineered for increased 
precision

Ergonomic soft grip handle

Ratchet control provides complete crimp 
cycling, eliminating partial crimps

Pivot pins increase leverage and reduce 
the force needed to operate handle

CTU 300
100-241-02

FastBite Crimp Die:

    •   Unique hexagon-shaped double-sided crimp 
termination improves BNC pull strength 

    •  Exclusive FastBite design enables maximum 
crimp force for strong reliable terminations

    •  Quick-view color-coded four-in-one tool 

    •  Self-aligning die ensures consistent crimping 

    •  Extron engineered machined-precision quality 
ensures accurate and repeatable BNC crimps

Rugged lightweight stamped steel frame built 
to survive the most rigorous environments
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Optional Matrix Boards for SMX System MultiMatrix
Optional	Matrix	Boards	for	SMX	System	MultiMatrix

SMX System MultiMatrix
Modular	Multi-Plane	Matrix	Switcher

CrossPoint 300, MAV Plus, HDXP Plus, 
and MVX Series matrix switchers with the 
efficiency of a modular matrix switcher design. 
The SMX System is an ideal choice for medical 
imaging systems, conference and training 
facilities, and other mid-sized applications that 
require the switching of different signal types 
and a cost-effective upgrade path for on-
going I/O or signal format changes. 

The SMxSystemMultiMatrixSeries 
of multi-plane matrix switchers combines 
multiple, independent analog and digital 
matrix switchers in a truly field-configurable, 
modular frame. It supports up to 16 
independent matrix switchers, all under a 
single point of control. The SMX System 
MultiMatrix combines the proven reliability 
and high performance of Extron’s popular 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
SMX	300	Frame	 3U/6-Slot	 60-855-01	 $2,590
SMX	400	Frame	 4U/8-Slot	 60-856-01	 $3,590
SMX	500	Frame	 5U/10-Slot	 60-857-01	 $4,590

A wide variety of optional matrixswitcher
boardsare available for the SMX System 
MultiMatrix.  

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
SMX	84	V	 8x4	Composite	Video	 70-591-02	 $390
SMX	88	V		 8x8	Composite	Video		 70-591-03	 $490
SMX	1616	V	 16x16	Composite	video	 70-591-04	 $990
SMX	84	SV		 8x4	S-Video	(DIN)	 70-592-02	 $590
SMX	88	SV		 8x8	S-Video	(DIN)	 70-592-03	 $750
SMX	1616	SV	 16x16	S-Video	(DIN)	 70-592-04	 $1,390
SMX	84	YC		 8x4	S-Video	(2	BNC)	 70-593-02	 $650
SMX	88	YC		 8x8	S-Video	(2	BNC)	 70-593-03	 $790
SMX	1616	SV	 16x16	S-Video	(2	BNC)	 70-593-04	 $1,990
SMX	84	VGA		 8x4	Wideband	(15-pin	HD)	 70-596-02	 $2,190
SMX	88	VGA		 8x8	Wideband	(15-pin	HD)	 70-596-03	 $2,590
SMX	1616	VGA		 16x16	Wideband	(15-pin	HD)	 70-596-04	 $7,290
SMX	84	WB	 8x4	Wideband	Video	(BNC)	 70-594-02	 $650
SMX	88	WB	 8x8	Wideband	Video	(BNC)	 70-594-03	 $790	
SMX	1616		 16x16	Wideband	Video	(BNC)	 70-594-04	 $2,090
SMX	88	SYNC		 8x8	Single-channel	Sync	 70-595-03	 $850
SMX	88	H+V	 8x8	H+V	Sync	 70-595-05	 $1,090
SMX	1616	SYNC	 16x16	Single-channel	Sync	 70-595-04	 $1,590
SMX	84	HD-SDI	 8x4	Multi-Rate	SDI	 70-597-02	 $5,190
SMX	88	HD-SDI	 8x8	Multi-Rate	SDI	 70-597-03	 $6,390
SMX	1616	HD-SDI	 16x16	Multi-Rate	SDI	 70-597-04	 $13,180
SMX	84	A		 8x4	Stereo	Audio	 70-599-02	 $890
SMX	88	A		 8x8	Stereo	Audio	 70-599-03	 $1,100
SMX	1616	A		 16x16	Stereo	Audio	 70-599-04	 $2,090

SMX 400 Frame

SMX VGA Card
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MTPX Plus 816

MTPX Plus 3232

MTPX 816

MTP U R RSA SEQ

MTP U R A

MTPX 3232

MTP U  Series
Universal	MTP	–	Mini	Twisted	Pair	Receivers

CAT5 cable and output on the appropriate 
connector type at the display. Using one cable 
for all signal types simplifies system wiring 
and uses only a single matrix output and 
MTP U Series receiver per display.

The Extron MtPUSeries Universal Mini 
Twisted Pair Receivers combines the 
capabilities of multiple MTP Receivers into one 
unit. This compact receiver allows composite 
video, S-video, and VGA, along with audio or 
RS-232 control signals, to be sent over a single 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
MTP	U	R	RSA	SEQ	 Video	&	Audio	Universal	Receiver	 60-869-01	 $1,190
MTP	U	R	RS	SEQ	 Video	&	RS-232	Universal	Receiver	w/SEQ	 60-869-02	 $1,130
MTP	U	R	A	 A/V	&	RS-232	Universal	Receiver	w/SEQ	 60-869-03	 $850

MTPX Plus Series
MTP	Series	Twisted	Pair	Matrix	Switchers	with	IP	Link

cable skew is eliminated - no matter which 
combination of input/output cable lengths are 
selected. Another innovative feature, Local 
RS-232 Insertion Ports, allows a control system 
located next to the MTPX Plus to connect to 
and control remote displays over the same UTP 
output cable that drives the signal to them.

The Extron MtPxPlusSeries Twisted Pair 
Matrix Switchers represent the next generation 
of twisted pair integration. In addition to all 
the features found on the MTPX Series, the 
MTPX Plus Series provides Dynamic Skew 
Equalization on all inputs and outputs. This 
industry first innovation ensures that UTP 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
MTPX	Plus	816	 8x16		 60-834-01	 $15,390
MTPX	Plus	168	 16x8		 60-833-01	 $15,390
MTPX	Plus	1616	 16x16		 60-832-01	 $19,990
MTPX	Plus	1632	 16x32		 60-898-01	 $36,390
MTPX	Plus	3216	 32x16		 60-899-01	 $36,390
MTPX	Plus	3232	 32x32		 60-897-01	 $53,190

MTPX Series
MTP	Series	Twisted	Pair	Matrix	Switchers

simplifies system complexity by eliminating 
additional MTP transmitters and receivers. 
Additional features include switchable pre-
peaking on a number of the outputs to drive 
signals long distances, audio input gain and 
attenuation to balance audio levels, and 
output volume control for the local outputs.

The Extron MtPxSeries Twisted Pair Matrix 
Switchers offer an innovative new feature set 
to simplify the complexity of a twisted-pair 
based A/V system. Local video and audio 
inputs and outputs enable direct connection 
of equipment that is located within the
same rack as the MTPX Matrix. This greatly 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
MTPX	816	 8x16	 60-831-01	 $10,990
MTPX	168	 16x8	 60-830-01	 $10,990
MTPX	1616	 16x16		 60-829-01	 $13,990
MTPX	1632	 16x32		 60-895-01	 $25,990
MTPX	3216	 32x16		 60-896-01	 $25,990
MTPX	3232	 32x32		 60-894-01	 $37,990
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SI 3
Compact	Full-Range	Surface	Mount	Speakers

high frequencies in order to optimize room 
coverage from a compact speaker. The SI 3 
has a nominal impedance of 8 ohms and is 
housed in a high-impact, weather-resistant 
enclosure. It is sold in pairs and includes a 5 
year parts and labor warranty.

The System Integrator® Si� is ideally suited for
small to medium classrooms and conference 
rooms with limited wall space for speaker 
placement due to projector screens, pull-down 
maps, and white boards. It features a 3”  
(7.6 cm) full-range driver, coupled to an 
exclusive conical baffle that serves to 
provide a broad dispersion of the mid and 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
SI	3	 Surface	Mount	-	3”	Driver,	Black,	Pair	 42-105-02	 $280
SI	3	 Surface	Mount	-	3”	Driver,	White,	Pair	 42-105-03	 $280
Speakers	are	sold	in	pairs	only.	Individual	price:	 Each	 $140

HPA 1001-70V
70	Volt	100	Watt	Mono	Half	Rack	Power	Amplifier

The HPA 1001-70V delivers 100 watts rms for 
70 volt constant voltage speaker distribution 
systems. It is convection cooled and can easily 
operate in environments with little or no 
ventilation.

The hPa1001-�0V is a compact power 
amplifier ideal for installation in racks and 
lecterns. This ENERGY STAR® qualified 
amplifier features a highly efficient Class D 
amplifier design with patented CDRS™ -  
Class D Ripple Suppression technology from 
Extron that nearly eliminates EMI emissions 
and interference with wireless A/V equipment. 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
HPA	1001-70V	 70	Volt	100	Watt	Mono	Power	Amplifier	 60-850-01	 $590

HPA 502
100	Watt	Two	Channel	Half	Rack	Power	Amplifier

A/V equipment. The HPA 502 delivers 50 
watts rms per channel into 4 or 8 ohms. It is 
convection cooled and can easily operate in 
environments with little or no ventilation.

The hPa�0� is a compact power amplifier 
ideal for installation in racks and lecterns. This 
ENERGY STAR® qualified amplifier features a 
highly efficient Class D amplifier design with 
patented CDRS™ - Class D Ripple Suppression 
technology from Extron that nearly eliminates 
EMI emissions and interference with wireless 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
HPA	502	 100	Watt	Two	Channel	Power	Amplifier	 60-849-01	 $590
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FOX 500 DVI Tx MM

FOX 500 DA6 MM

FOX 500 DVI Rx MM

FOX 500 DVI
Fiber	Optic	Extender	for	DVI,	Audio,	and	RS-232

HDTV 1080p. Also included are a host of 
integrator-friendly features such as an EDID 
emulation mode, buffered input loop-through, 
RS-232 control from multiple locations, 
rack-mount capability, and real-time system 
monitoring.

The FOx�00DVi is a transmitter and receiver
set for long haul transmission of DVI, audio, 
and RS-232 control signals over a single fiber. 
It uses Extron’s exclusive zero compression, all
digital technology to deliver perfect pixel-for-
pixel transmission of computer-video images 
up to UXGA (1600x1200) resolution, including 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
FOX	500	DVI	Tx	MM	 850	nm	Multimode	-	Transmitter	 60-859-11	 $2,590
FOX	500	DVI	Rx	MM	 850	nm	Multimode	-	Receiver	 60-859-21	 $2,590
FOX	500	DVI	Tx	SM	 1310	nm	Singlemode	-	Transmitter	 60-859-12	 $3,590
FOX	500	DVI	Rx	SM	 1310	nm	Singlemode	-	Receiver	 60-859-22	 $3,590

FOX 500 DA6
Six	Output	Fiber	Optic	Transmitter	for	RGBHV,	Audio,	and	RS-232

It also features active optical signal splitting 
so that original transmitter power levels are 
maintained for all outputs. Also included are a
host of integrator-friendly features such as 
flexible input connectivity, RS-232 control 
from multiple locations, and real-time system 
monitoring.

The FOx�00Da� is a six output transmitter 
for long haul transmission of RGB, audio, and 
RS-232 control signals over a single fiber. It 
uses Extron’s exclusive zero compression, all 
digital technology to deliver perfect pixel-
for-pixel transmission of computer-video 
images up to UXGA (1600x1200) resolution. 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
FOX	500	DA6	MM	 850	nm	Multimode	 60-863-01	 $4,590
FOX	500	DA6	SM	 1310	nm	Singlemode	 60-863-02	 $7,500

Fiber Matrix 6400
Modular	Fiber	Optic	Matrix	Switcher

Fiber Matrix 6400 is equipped with 
convenience features for integrators that are 
common to Extron matrix switchers, as well 
as with hot-swappable input/output boards 
and redundant power supplies for field 
upgradeability and reliability in mission-critical 
environments. 

The Fiber Matrix��00 is a high performance 
fiber optic modular matrix switcher, 
expandable from 8x8 up to 64x64 in size. It is 
fully compatible with the FOX 500 Series and 
fOX 500 DVI fiber transmitters and receivers 
as well as the FOX HD-SDI, and features 4.25 
Gbps digital switching capability. The  

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
Fiber	Matrix	6400	Frame	 Modular	Fiber	Optic	Frame	 60-878-01	 Call
Fiber	Matrix	6400	
		I/O	Board	-	MM	 850	nm	Multimode	 60-879-01	 Call
Fiber	Matrix	6400	
		I/O	Board	-	SM	 1310	nm	Singlemode	 60-879-02	 Call
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SW2 DVI A

SW4 DVI A

SW2 HDMI

SW4 HDMI

SW DVI A Series
Two	and	Four	Input	DVI	Switchers	with	Stereo	Audio

control options, including front panel, IR, 
RS-232, and autoswitching. These switchers 
are ideal for use in lecture halls, conference 
rooms, auditoriums, home theaters, medical 
applications, and other applications where 
multiple DVI sources need to be switched to 
one digital display device. 

The SwDViaSwitcher Series are two and 
four input Digital Visual Interface switchers 
used to switch single link DVI-D signals and 
stereo audio. These switchers are housed 
in compact, 1U, half rack, 3 inch deep 
enclosures that can be installed using a 
variety of mounting options. Additionally, 
the SW DVI A Switcher Series offers multiple 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
SW2	DVI	A	 Two	Input	DVI	Switcher	with	Stereo	Audio	 60-840-01	 $590
SW4	DVI	A	 Four	Input	DVI	Switcher	with	Stereo	Audio	 60-840-02	 $770

SW HDMI Series
Two	and	Four	Input	HDMI	Switchers

Series offers multiple control options, including 
front panel, IR, and RS-232. These switchers 
are ideal for use in lecture halls, conference 
rooms, auditoriums, home theaters, medical 
applications, and other applications where 
multiple HDMI sources need to be switched to 
one digital display device.

The SwhDMi Switcher Series are two and 
four input HDMI switchers used to switch 
HDMI signals including embedded audio, and 
CEC - Consumer Electronics Control signals. 
These switchers are housed in compact, 1U, 
half rack width, 3 inch deep enclosures that 
can be installed using a variety of mounting 
options. Additionally, the SW HDMI Switcher 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
SW2	HDMI	 Two	Input	HDMI	Switcher	 60-841-01	 $590
SW4	HDMI	 Four	Input	HDMI	Switcher	 60-841-02	 $770

FOX HD-SDI
Fiber	Optic	Extender	for	Multi-Rate	SDI

The Extron FOxhD-SDi enables long haul
transmission of multi-rate SDI video, with
embedded audio and metadata, over a 
single fiber. It uses Extron’s exclusive zero 
compression, all digital technology to 
transmit multi-rate SDI signals up to 2.97 
Gbps including SDI, HD-SDI, and 3G-SDI. To 

optimize SDI signal transmission to and from
the FOX HD-SDI, input signals are 
automatically equalized, and output signals 
are reclocked. The FOX HD-SDI can function 
as a transmitter and a receiver in various user-
configurable modes.

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
FOX	HD-SDI	MM	 850	nm	Multimode	 60-900-01	 $1,990
FOX	HD-SDI	SM	 1310	nm	Singlemode	 60-901-01	 $2,990
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DVI 201 A D Tx

HDMI 101
HDMI	Cable	Equalizer

equalization to ensure optimal image quality 
with HDTV signals up to 1080p and high 
resolution computer-video signals up to 
1920x1200. The HDMI 101 is HDCP compliant 
and supports DDC transmission, and can be 
self-powered at shorter distances.

The hDMi101 offers a convenient, 
economical solution for extending HDMI 
signals beyond the suggested 15 meter  
(45 foot) distance for HDMI cables. The  
HDMI 101 attaches to the end of a long HDMI 
cable run of up to 200 feet (60 meters). It 
automatically provides the necessary active 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
HDMI	101	 HDMI	Cable	Equalizer	 60-872-01	 $390

DVI 201 A D
Single	Link	DVI	Extender	with	Audio	-	Decora®	Wallplate

CAT 5e, CAT 6, or CAT 7 cables, the  
DVI 201 A D transmitter and receiver work 
together to send single link DVI-D or HDMI 
signals over 200 feet (60 meters) for HDTV 
and XGA (1024x768). Additionally, the  
DVI 201 A D supports DDC and HDCP copy 
protection transmission, and offers several 
features to enhance and simplify integration.

The DVi�01aD is a Decora-style transmitter 
and receiver set that enables DVI or 
HDMI signals to be carried over distances 
significantly greater than the 5 meter (15 foot) 
limitation for standard DVI cables. In addition, 
it can accept and separately transmit stereo 
audio signals. Linked together using two
economical and integration friendly CAT 5, 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
DVI	201	A	D	Tx/Rx	 Transmitter/Receiver	Set	-	Black	 60-865-02	 $1,290
DVI	201	A	D	Tx/Rx	 Transmitter/Receiver	Set	-	White	 60-865-03	 $1,290
DVI	201	A	D	Tx	 Transmitter	-	Black	 60-865-12	 $690
DVI	201	A	D	Tx	 Transmitter	-	White	 60-865-13	 $690
DVI	201	A	D	Rx	 Receiver	-	Black	 60-865-22	 $650
DVI	201	A	D	Rx	 Receiver	-	White	 60-865-23	 $650

DVI 101
DVI	Cable	Equalizer

necessary active equalization to ensure optimal 
image quality with HDTV signals up to 1080p 
and high resolution computer-video signals 
up to 1920x1200. The DVI 101 supports DDC 
and HDCP copy protection transmission, and 
can be self-powered at shorter distances.

The DVi101 offers a convenient, economical
solution for extending single link DVI signals 
beyond the 5 meter (15 foot) limitation with 
standard DVI cables. The DVI 101 attaches to 
the end of a long DVI cable run of up to 200 
feet (60 meters). It automatically provides the 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
DVI	101	 DVI	Cable	Equalizer	 60-873-01	 $390
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HDMI 201 A D Tx

HDMI 201 A D
HDMI	Extender	with	Audio	-	Decora®	Wallplate

The hDMi�01aD is a Decora-style 
transmitter and receiver set that enables HDMI 
signals to be carried over distances significantly 
greater than the lengths of standard HDMI 
cables. In addition, it can accept and separately 
transmit stereo audio signals. Linked together 
using two economical and integration friendly 

CAT 5, CAT 5e, CAT 6, or CAT 7 cables, the 
HDMI 201 A D transmitter and receiver work 
together to send HDTV and XGA (1024x768)
resolution HDMI signals over 200 feet  
(60 meters). Additionally, the HDMI 201 A D is 
HDCP compliant, and offers several features to 
enhance and simplify integration.

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
HDMI	201	A	D	Tx/Rx	 Transmitter/Receiver	Set	-	Black	 60-864-02	 $1,290
HDMI	201	A	D	Tx/Rx	 Transmitter/Receiver	Set	-	White	 60-864-03	 $1,290
HDMI	201	A	D	Tx	 Transmitter	-	Black	 60-864-12	 $690
HDMI	201	A	D	Tx	 Transmitter	-	White	 60-864-13	 $690
HDMI	201	A	D	Rx	 Receiver	-	Black	 60-864-22	 $650
HDMI	201	A	D	Rx	 Receiver	-	White	 60-864-23	 $650

DVI DA2
Two	Output	DVI	Distribution	Amplifier

output, allowing EDID handshaking which 
ensures proper video output and reliable 
display of material. The DVI DA2 is housed 
in a 1U, half rack width metal enclosure, and 
is ideal for use in presentation environments 
such as classrooms, small auditoriums, lecture 
halls, or wherever reliable digital signal 
distribution is needed. 

The DViDa� is a one input, two output 
DVI distribution amplifier which allows one, 
single link DVI signal to be distributed to two 
digital displays at the same time. The DVI DA2 
supports DVI-D signals up to 1920x1200, 
including HDTV 1080p. The DVI DA2 provides 
automatic input equalization to insure optimal 
image quality on both outputs. Additionally, 
the DVI DA2 provides DDC routing to the local 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
DVI	DA2	 Two	Output	DVI	Distribution	Amplifier	 60-886-01	 $470

IPI 200 Series
Standalone	IP	Intercom®	Modules

using a school’s existing local area network. 
With one or four Push to Talk buttons, IPI 200 
Series standalone IP-addressable modules 
do not require a MediaLink controller for 
operation.

The iPi�00Series Standalone IP Intercom 
Modules can be used with Extron’s free  
IP Intercom HelpDesk® software and IPI 100 
Series modules to create an easy-to-use, 
two-way IP Intercom system for the classroom 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
IPI	201		 One	Button	Two-gang	-	Black		 60-809-02	 $790
IPI	201		 One	Button	Two-gang	-	White		 60-809-03	 $790
IPI	201	 One	Button	Two-gang-RAL	9010	 60-809-05	 $790	
IPI	201	AAP		 One	Button	AAP	-	Black		 60-809-12	 $790
IPI	201	AAP		 One	Button	AAP	-	White		 60-809-13	 $790
IPI	201	AAP	 One	Button	AAP-RAL	9010	 60-809-15	 $790
IPI	204		 Four	Button	Two-gang	-	Black		 60-810-02	 $900
IPI	204		 Four	Button	Two-gang	-	White			 60-810-03	 $900
IPI	204	 Four	Button	Two-gang-RAL	9010	 60-810-05	 $900											
IPI	204	AAP		 Four	Button	AAP	-	Black		 60-810-12	 $900
IPI	204	AAP		 Four	Button	AAP	-	White		 60-810-13	 $900
IPI	204	AAP	 Four	Button	AAP-RAL	9010	 60-810-15	 $900			

IPI 204
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ISM 824 Universal Scaler Board - DVI
Universal	RGB	&	Video	Scaler	Board	with	DVI	Output	for	the	ISM	824

1080p. Other key features include 3:2 NTSC 
and 2:2 PAL pulldown detection, Auto-Image™ 
setup, comprehensive picture controls, and 
a built-in test pattern generator for ease of 
installation and set-up. 

The UniversalrGB&VideoScalerBoard 
with DVI output scales virtually any input 
signal, including high resolution RGBHV, HDTV, 
and standard definition composite video, 
S-video, and component video to a single, 
common output rate. It features a single-link 
DVI-D output and offers 53 selectable rates 
from 640x480 to 1600x1200, including HDTV 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
Universal	Scaler	Board	-	DVI	 DVI-D	Output	for	ISM	824	 70-624-01	 $2,490

ISM 824 Universal Scaler Board – HD
Universal	RGB	&	Video	Scaler	Board	with	HD-SDI	Output	for	the	ISM	824

compliant video output rates including 720p 
50/60, 1080i 50/60, and 1080p 24. Other 
key features include 3:2 NTSC and 2:2 PAL 
pulldown detection, Auto-Image™ setup, 
comprehensive picture controls, and a built-in 
test pattern generator for ease of installation 
and set-up. 

The UniversalrGB&VideoScalerBoard 
with HD-SDI output scales virtually any input 
signal, including high resolution RGBHV, 
HDTV, and standard definition composite 
video, S-video, and component video to a 
single, common output rate. It features a 
single-link HD-SDI serial digital video output 
and offers five selectable SMPTE and ITU-

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
Universal	Scaler	Board	-	HD	 HD-SDI	Output	for	ISM	824	 70-625-01	 $2,490

AVTrac™

Floor-Mount	Raceway	System	with	AAP	Connectivity

The Extron aVtracFloor-Mount Raceway 
System with AAP Connectivity is a low profile, 
floor-mounted raceway system with a modular 
AAP - Architectural Adapter Plate enclosure. 
It is designed for use in any environment 
where A/V devices require connectivity but 
are not positioned near a wall or other area 
where power, data, and A/V connections 
are traditionally located. AVTrac is a cost-

effective, discreet alternative to power 
poles, poke-through devices, trenching, and 
raised access flooring. It is ideal for use in 
classrooms, training centers, and corporate 
boardrooms as well, as legacy installations 
and other reconfigurable spaces that require 
flexible placement of A/V, power, and data 
connectors.

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
AVTrac	480C	 For	Carpet	Inlay,	8'	(2.4	m)	Raceway	 60-888-24	 $990
AVTrac	480R	 With	Rubber	Inlay,	8'	(2.4	m)	Raceway	 60-903-24	 $990
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MGP 464W

WindoWall Console software

PMK 450
Easy	Installation	Multi-Product	Projector	Mounting	Kit

The Extron PMK��0 Easy Installation 
Multi-Product Projector Mounting Kit is a 
lightweight, fully enclosed vented housing for 
quickly installing and securing multiple Extron 
products above a pole-mounted projector. 
The PMK 450 accommodates a variety of 
pole mount installations, including vaulted, 
hard, and drop ceilings. An innovative bottom 
panel with a take-apart slide-on design allows 

A/V products to be fastened to the bottom 
panel safely and conveniently at a table or 
work surface before it is attached to the 
pole-mounted enclosure. The PMK 450 may 
be purchased separately or as an integral 
component of a PoleVault™ System, and 
is ideal for use in educational, residential, 
corporate, retail, and worship environments. 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
PMK	450	 White	 70-618-03	 $170

MGP 464W WindoWall™ System
Scalable	Multi-Graphic	Videowall	Processor	System

user interface to the system, facilitating 
intuitive, straightforward control and 
confi guration of videowall systems, and 
the creation of presentations with multiple, 
independent windows for displaying graphics, 
HDTV, and video. The MGP 464W WindoWall 
System is ideal for applications requiring
highly reliable, multi-window videowall 
systems.

The MGP���wwindowallSystem is 
a powerful and versatile, yet user-friendly 
approach for multi-display videowall systems. 
It consists of MGP 464W Multi-Graphic 
Processors, used in conjunction with the 
WindoWall Console software. The system 
features a scalable architecture that delivers 
optimum performance and reliability. The
WindoWall Console application software is the

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
WindoWall	102	 Two	Processors	for	1x2	Arrays	 42-115-02	 $17,980
WindoWall	102	DI	 Two	Processors	with	DVI	for	1x2	Arrays	 42-115-12	 $21,580
WindoWall	103	 Three	Processors	for	1x3	Arrays	 42-115-03	 $26,970
WindoWall	103	DI	 Three	Processors	with	DVI	for	1x3	Arrays	 42-115-13	 $32,370

MKP 3000 L
Lectern	Mount	X-Y	Remote	Control	Panel	with	LCD	Display

lectern mounting, the MKP 3000 L is also well-
suited for rack-mount applications with the 
optional UCM RAAP universal controller rack 
mount kit.

The MKP�000L is a lectern-mountable, X-Y 
remote control panel that is compatible with 
most Extron matrix switchers via Ethernet 
or RS-232.  The MKP 3000 L offers simple, 
selection-knob or direct keypad access to 
inputs, outputs, presets, and audio volume 
settings, without the need for a computer 
or third-party control system. In addition to 

Model VersionDescription PartNumber MSrP
MKP	3000	L	 X-Y	Remote	Control	with	Lectern	Faceplate	 60-709-22	 $1,150
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Extron Institute

Tradeshows

Jul 16-17 Singapore 
Jul 23-24  Sacramento, CA
Jul 25 Sacramento, CA
Jul 26 Sacramento, CA
Jul 27 Sacramento, CA
Aug 1-2 China
Aug 6-7 Seattle, WA
Aug 8 Seattle, WA
Aug 9 Seattle, WA
Aug 10 Seattle, WA
Aug 16-17 Australia
Aug 29-30 India

Sep 4-5 Hannover, Germany
Sep 6 Hannover, Germany
Sep 10-11 The Netherlands
Sep 11-12 Singapore
Sep 13-14 Anaheim, CA
Sep 13-14 Anaheim, CA
Sep 17-18 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Sep 19 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Sep 20 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Sep 21 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Sep 24-25 The Netherlands

Jun 19-21 InfoComm Anaheim, CA
Jun 26-28 CEDIA UK Docklands, United Kingdom
Jul 12-14 PALME Asia Singapore
Jul 26-28 CEDIA Australia Queensland, Australia
Sep 6-9 CEDIA Denver, CO
Sep 10-13 BICSI Fall Conference Las Vegas, NV

In partnership with InfoComm International, we are pleased to announce the release of the 
InfoComm Projection Shoot-Out® Software DVD Volume 2.0, the most comprehensive Shoot-
Out Software* to-date, which debuted at InfoComm07 in Anaheim, CA. The three-disc set 
combines, for the fi rst time, royalty-free** HD video, SD video, and computer graphics image 
shows into two DVD ROM discs and one HD-DVD disc to provide unparalleled display system 
demonstration and evaluation support. Use this software to stage your own “shoot-out” 
using the included, customizable high resolution computer graphics slideshows, the HD 
video, or the NTSC and PAL video versions. This newest release continues the innovations 
made possible with the switch to the DVD-based format in 2002, and includes:

•  Computer slideshows at these resolutions: 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x720, 1280x1024, 
1366x768, 1400x1050, 1600x1200, 1920x1080, 1920x1200, and 2048x1080

• Standard defi nition video demo loops in NTSC and PAL formats
•  720p & 1080p high defi nition video demo loops in HD-DVD & Windows® Media HD 

formats

To order your copy of Projection Shoot-Out® Software DVD Volume 2.0, visit our Website at 
www.extron.com.

*The software, owned by InfoComm International, is sponsored, produced, and distributed by 
Extron.
**Royalty-free means that the purchaser (licensee) of this software has the right to unlimited 
playback of all included demonstration materials for public and private display demonstration 
and evaluation activities on a single computer or DVD disc player. It is unlawful to publicly 
display released movies and/or video content without the express written permission of the 
copyright holder. The InfoComm International Projection Shoot-Out software royalty-free 
license eliminates the need to obtain permission to use its included material. Please refer 
to the internal license agreement for limitations. This product may be used on only one 
computer at a time.

Get Your Copy of the 
InfoComm International 
Projection Shoot-Out® 
Software DVD Volume 2.0
theMostcomprehensive
Shoot-OutSoftwaretoDate




